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ABSTRACT  
   
The use of exams for classification purposes has become prevalent across many 
fields including professional assessment for employment screening and standards based 
testing in educational settings. Classification exams assign individuals to performance 
groups based on the comparison of their observed test scores to a pre-selected criterion 
(e.g. masters vs. nonmasters in dichotomous classification scenarios). The successful use 
of exams for classification purposes assumes at least minimal levels of accuracy of these 
classifications. Classification accuracy is an index that reflects the rate of correct 
classification of individuals into the same category which contains their true ability score. 
Traditional methods estimate classification accuracy via methods which assume that true 
scores follow a four-parameter beta-binomial distribution. Recent research suggests that 
Item Response Theory may be a preferable alternative framework for estimating 
examinees' true scores and may return more accurate classifications based on these 
scores. Researchers hypothesized that test length, the location of the cut score, the 
distribution of items, and the distribution of examinee ability would impact the recovery 
of accurate estimates of classification accuracy. The current simulation study 
manipulated these factors to assess their potential influence on classification accuracy. 
Observed classification as masters vs. nonmasters, true classification accuracy, estimated 
classification accuracy, BIAS, and RMSE were analyzed. In addition, Analysis of 
Variance tests were conducted to determine whether an interrelationship existed between 
levels of the four manipulated factors. Results showed small values of estimated 
classification accuracy and increased BIAS in accuracy estimates with few items, 
mismatched distributions of item difficulty and examinee ability, and extreme cut scores. 
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A significant four-way interaction between manipulated variables was observed. In 
additional to interpretations of these findings and explanation of potential causes for the 
recovered values, recommendations that inform practice and avenues of future research 
are provided. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In modern testing situations, test results are increasingly used for classification 
decisions. Classification exams, as they are sometimes called, are particularly common in 
professional assessment for employee screening and selection (Masters & Curry, 1990). 
In these situations, companies seeking to hire individuals with a certain set of skills or 
individuals with a certain standard of performance when compared to the pool of 
candidates may use a classification exam to select applicants who meet the selection 
criteria. The basis for classification can be individuals’ ability levels, knowledge of 
subject matter, relative ranking when compared to others, and many other criteria. 
Though not traditionally designed for selection purposes, standards based educational 
tests are increasingly used for standards-referenced testing (Cizek, Bunch, & Koons, 
2004). A specific type of c criterion-referenced score interpretation, standards-referenced 
testing seeks to categorize students into multiple ordered performance levels that 
characterize students’ overall ability relative to a set of instructional standards. Tests such 
as the National Assessment for Educational Progress (NAEP; 2001) focus almost solely 
on the distribution of examinees across a graded series of performance levels rather than 
raw or scaled scores that have little substantive meaning. 
The general approach for classification exams is to categorize individuals into 
performance groups based on the location of their test score relative to a pre-specified 
criterion (Shrock & Coscarelli, 2000). Successful test-based classification presupposes 
that the classifications made from the test exhibit at least minimal levels of precision and 
accuracy. Precision is the repeatability or variability in an estimate. When examining the 
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precision of scores, we are measuring the variability in these estimates for a given 
measure with repeated administrations or across time. A high level of precision equates to 
a low amount of variability and a highly repeatable result for our score estimate and 
interpretation. Alternatively, a low level of precision suggests a high amount of 
variability in an individual’s score meaning that the test results are not very repeatable or 
trustworthy. Accuracy is the closeness of an estimated score to the true score. A highly 
accurate estimate of an individual’s ability provides a score that is very similar or 
identical to the individual’s true ability level.  
Classification accuracy is an index that reflects the rate at which individuals are 
correctly classified into the category that contains their true score (Lee, Hanson, & 
Brennan, 2002).  Classification accuracy is typically reported to inform test users of the 
appropriateness and validity of their score-based decisions. A large value for the index 
indicates a high rate of grouping individuals into the correct categories, and a low value 
indicates a lower rate of correctly classifying individuals. Not surprisingly, high 
classification accuracy is desirable for operational classification testing. 
The only way in which the true accuracy of a classification decision can be known 
is if one can compare the score-based classification to the true classification a person 
would receive if measured perfectly with no measurement error or systematic error (i.e., 
construct irrelevant variance) in the individual’s test score or in the cut score used for 
classification (Brennan, 1981; Livingston & Lewis, 1995). In practice, classification 
accuracy for a given testing situation is reported as an estimate, based on observed 
values. When we estimate classification accuracy based solely on observed scores and 
classifications, the accuracy estimates are prone to error. This calculation is only 
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representative of the true nature of classification if our estimates of classification 
accuracy are themselves accurate. However, our estimate may itself be inaccurate, in 
which case test users may assume more accurate score-based decisions than is warranted. 
If our estimated classification accuracy is close to the true value of the index, then those 
values would be highly accurate estimates of classification accuracy. Inaccurate estimates 
of classification accuracy would cause higher rates of misclassification than may be 
presumed.  
In some testing situations, an inaccurate measure of classification accuracy could 
have major impact on the interpretation of the results (Brennan, 1981; Atkins v. Virginia, 
2002; Cizek & Bunch, 2007). When a company seeks to hire the most knowledgeable 
employees or a school places students in special education programs using classification 
exams, the users assume that the reported (estimated) classification accuracy reflects the 
true accuracy and that classification is perfectly accurate. It is partly based on this 
criterion that tests are chosen for many high stakes decisions. If, however, the accuracy of 
a decision is lower than assumed, the consequences on an examinee’s future can be 
serious. Individuals who do not actually belong to the group(s) of interest could be 
misclassified as members, or vice versa. For the examples mentioned, employers and 
educators might unknowingly recommend sub-standard employees for hire (Brennan, 
1981) or general education students for special needs assistance (Cizek & Bunch, 2007) 
more often than implicitly acknowledged. Essentially, the quality of our estimates of 
individuals’ knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs; also described as “ability”) are 
unknown if we do not know how close our estimated classification accuracy values are to 
the true values.  
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Implications such as these show the necessity of understanding factors that affect 
the accuracy of our classification accuracy estimates. Previous research has focused 
primarily on various methods of estimating classification accuracy (Livingston & Lewis, 
1995; Hanson, 1991; Huynh, 1976; Lee, Hanson, & Brennan, 2002; Lee, Brennan, & 
Wan, 2009; Lee, 2010), but little attention has been devoted to determining the closeness 
of these estimates to the true values. An investigation into the accuracy of these estimates 
needs to examine the conditions under which we can or cannot trust our estimates of 
classification accuracy. We need to be able to recognize possible scenarios and data 
patterns which produce estimates that do not reflect the true classification accuracy. The 
purpose of this study is to examine the accuracy of one classification accuracy estimate, 
γ. Factors hypothesized to influence estimates of γ will be incorporated into a simulation 
study to determine their effect on recovery of the true values of classification accuracy.    
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Chapter 2 
BACKGROUND LITERATURE 
Classification Exams 
Classification exams can be used for either criterion-referenced or norm-
referenced score interpretations. Criterion-referenced score interpretations (CRSIs) 
describe individuals by comparing their abilities to a chosen criterion or level of ability 
(Shrock & Coscarelli, 2000). The focus in this type of score interpretation is on the 
amount or type of content an individual understands. When used in classification, a cut 
score or cut scores are selected to reflect the necessary amount or level of individuals’ 
KSAs required for membership in a certain category, and we interpret individuals’ 
abilities based on each cut score. If an individual possesses KSAs that are greater than the 
level at a given cut score in a dichotomous classification, then they will be classified in 
one category; however, if the individual has KSAs that are lower than the level of the cut 
score, he or she will be placed in the alternate category. Some examples of dichotomous 
categories are “master” vs. “nonmaster” or “pass” vs. “fail”, and an example of categories 
for multiple classification is “basic,” “proficient,” and “advanced” which are used in 
NAEP (2001). 
 CSRIs for classification are often used in cognitive and achievement testing for a 
variety of purposes. Some examples of exams which use CSRI to identify individuals 
who possess a desired level of mastery or necessary KSAs to successfully perform pre-
defined tasks include: medical school clinical examinations (e.g. United States Medical 
Licensing Examination [National Board of Medical Examiners, 1996-2010]), military 
ability tests (e.g. the Army General Classification Test [Staff, 1945]), bar examinations 
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for those who practice law (e.g. Multistate Bar Examination [National Council of Bar 
Examiners, 1972-2010]), and many other licensure examinations for various professions. 
For some purposes, these exams may be used to make dichotomous or multiple 
classifications of individuals.  
 Another approach to classification testing incorporates aspects of norm-
referenced score interpretation (NRSI). This method of classification places individuals 
into distinct categories given individuals’ ability levels compared to a normative group of 
others who have previously taken the measure. The normative group may be a 
representative sample from the population of interest or simply a group of individuals 
who took the measure during a prescribed timeframe. NSRI involves judgments about an 
individual’s ability based on how well he or she performs when compared to how others 
in the norming group performed. Though it is not always the case, NSRIs can be used for 
classification decisions by setting a cut score at the percentile for the norming group of 
individuals’ performance to provide a judgment of ability as compared to others who 
have taken the measure. Although using NSRI for classification allows us to choose the 
best test takers among a group of test takers, it may or may not allow us to understand 
what specific abilities individuals possess (Shrock & Coscarelli, 2000). 
 Because cut score(s) are often selected based on specific content, classification 
using CSRI provides us with a way to make direct interpretations about individuals’ 
abilities (Shrock & Coscarelli, 2000). Classification using NSRI draws cuts scores based 
on the norming groups scores and does not make inferences about an individual’s actual 
KSAs. Figure 1 shows an example of a distribution of observed ability scores which used 
CSRI to determine that there is a meaningful difference in mastery of KSAs between 
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individuals above and below a cut score at one standard deviation above the mean. The x-
axis shows individuals’ observed ability scores on a standardized scale. The y-axis 
displays the proportion of individuals with that observed ability level. In this scenario, 
individuals with observed ability scores to the right of the cutline at 1z would be 
classified as masters and individuals with observed ability scores to the left of the cutline 
would be classified as nonmasters.  
 
Figure 1. Sample distribution of observed ability scores on a standardized scale with a 
cut score at 1z.  
Classification Indices 
The purpose of computing classification accuracy is to determine whether 
individuals are actually being placed into the proper categories given their true ability 
levels (Lee, et al., 2002). If our classification decisions are not accurate given 
individuals’ true scores, examinees will be misclassified into categories that either 
overestimate or underestimate true classifications. Misclassification decreases the 
usefulness of a measure to accurately group individuals by ability levels. Consider the 
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scenario in which we are selecting applicants for a job based on the individuals’ ability 
levels given their scores on a licensure exam. If our classification accuracy index is low 
(i.e. poor accuracy), we will have high rates of misclassification and be more likely to 
accept applicants that do not possess the necessary ability level and more likely to reject 
applicants that do possess the necessary ability level. If we have a high classification 
accuracy index value, we may or may not be selecting the preferred individuals 
depending on how accurate the index is.  
Huynh (1976) described classification indices in terms of binary decision 
scenarios. In his conception of classification, assignment to a category occurs given an 
individual’s test score, X1. If X is greater than the cut score, c, then grant membership in 
the category (status A is granted). If X is any other value, then deny status A (i.e. do not 
grant membership in the category). In cases of mastery scoring (masters vs. nonmasters), 
we label status A as mastery status, and we call c the mastery score. To estimate 
classification accuracy, we compare the classification resulting from the comparison of  X 
to c to the classification resulting from comparing X to the true cut score ϕ..  
Classification consistency is defined as the degree of agreement between 
classifications from two alternate forms of an assessment (Lee et al., 2002). This can be 
thought of as the precision or reliability of classification. This index can be estimated 
directly from observable data via multiple administrations of a test, either with repeated 
administrations or parallel forms. Classification accuracy estimation is slightly more 
complex.  
                                                 
1
 The default notation for procedures in this document is from Lee et al. (2002). Estimation-specific 
notation is taken from Livingston & Lewis (1995) and Lee (2010).  
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Classification accuracy is defined as the agreement of observed classifications 
based on observed score distributions and observed cut scores to “true” classifications, 
based on estimated true score distributions and estimated true-score cutoffs. Observed 
classifications are made by comparing observed summed scores (or possibly estimated 
latent trait scores) to H-1 discrete points on the observed scale called observed cut scores 
(c1, c2,...,cH-1), where H is the number of categories into which individuals can be 
classified on an exam with scores ranging from ch-1 to ch+1. True classifications are those 
that would result if one could categorize individuals’ observed scores using the true score 
cutoffs (ϕ1, ϕ2, …, ϕH-1), that divide distinct categories of individuals in terms of KSAs. 
Individuals are classified into observed categories [Ih (h = 1, 2,..., H)] based on observed 
cut scores and true categories [Γl (l = 1, 2,...,H)] when using true score cutoffs (Lee et al.,  
2002) . Classification accuracy indicates the agreement between these two classifications. 
The joint distribution of estimated true classifications and observed (single form) 
classifications can be represented by an HxH table and used to calculate joint and 
marginal proportions of being assigned to a class. Table 1 is an example of an HxH 
classification decision table for a test with binary classification decisions (Deny/Grant 
Status).  
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Table 1.  
HxH Contingency Table of Joint and Marginal Proportions for Binary Classifications 
  Γl   
(True Category) 
 
  Deny 
Status A 
Grant 
Status A 
Marginal 
Proportions 
Ih                  
(Observed 
Category) 
Deny Status A p00 p01 p0 
Grant Status A p10 p11 p1 
 Marginal 
Proportions 
p0 p1  
The proportion of examinees in status A given either cutoff is denoted by p1, and 
the proportion of examinees not in status A given either cutoff is p0 (Huynh, 1990). The 
proportion of examinees classified in status A from the true cut off scores and the 
observed cut scores is denoted by p11 which represents the proportion of accurate 
classifications into status A. The proportion of examinees not classified in status A (i.e., 
Deny A) by either the true or observed cut scores is given by p00, which represents the 
proportion of accurate classifications not into status A. We calculate the proportion of 
scores near a perfect score ch+1 using either the true or observed cut scores (i.e. passing in 
a pass/fail cutoff scenario) as: 
  =	 	
,


 
(2.1) 
the proportion of exceeding both observed and true cut scores: 
 
 =	  	
,,

,
 (2.2) 
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the proportion of scores near a value of 0 (i.e. did not exceed the cutoff using either the 
true or observed cut scores) as: 
  =	 	
,


 
(2.3) 
 and the proportion situations in which examinees did not exceed the cut score using both 
true or observed cut scores: 
 
 =	  	
,

,
. (2.4) 
 
Classification accuracy is given as the total proportion of correctly classified examinees, 
computed by the sum of the values of p11 and p00: 
 γ = 	 + . (2.5) 
Often of additional interest, the conditional probability of accurate classifications given 
the latent random variable Φ is equal to a single a given value Φ can be calculated as: 
 γ	Φ = 	
 ∈ | = 	Φ). (2.6) 
Because it captures the rate of being classified in the correct category according to an 
individual’s true score, classification accuracy can be conceptualized as the validity of 
classifications.  
Rates of misclassification can also be calculated using Table 1. The calculation of 
p10 (i.e. being classified above the true category) and p01 (i.e. being classified below the 
true category) correspond to the values of !
 
and " error rates calculated as  
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 ! =	  	
 ∈ | = Φ
#
$!
 
(2.7) 
and 
 " =	  	
 ∈ | = Φ
#
$"
,	 (2.8) 
in which the probability of being classified in a category above (or below) the category 
which contains an individual’s true score is equal to the sum of the probabilities of the 
score being categorized in each category above the true category. The probability of 
being classified in a category below the category which contains the true score is the sum 
of the probabilities of being classified in each category below the true category. These 
rates of misclassification are called false positive and false negative error rates when used 
for a binary decision.  
Estimating Classification Accuracy from a Single Form 
Computing classification consistency is relatively straightforward when two 
parallel forms exist. Observed classifications are computed and compared from the two 
form administrations. Computing classification accuracy, however, requires that the true 
classification of the examinees be known, something that cannot be observed. If the true 
classification of a group of examinees were known, computing classification accuracy 
would be straightforward – compare the true classification for each examinee to the 
observed classification based on observed test scores and cut scores associated with each 
category. Given that the  true classification for any examinee is unknown, classification 
accuracy must be estimated based on available information (Livingston & Lewis, 1995). 
Livingston and Lewis (1995) presented one of the first methods for estimating 
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classification accuracy for a single-form test administration. The procedure is reviewed 
here. 
Livingston and Lewis Procedure 
Livingston and Lewis (1995) developed a procedure for estimating classification 
accuracy using scores from a single test form. The procedure requires a distribution of 
scores for the administered form of the exam, X; the reliability coefficient for the scores; 
the maximum and minimum scores on the exam, Xmax and Xmin; and the chosen cut points 
for grouping into H number of categories. To calculate classification accuracy, the 
following must be estimated: effective test length, the distribution of proportional true 
scores, the conditional distribution of classifications, the joint distribution of 
classifications given true scores and observed scores on the hypothetical form, and the 
joint distribution of classifications given true scores and scores on the form administered 
(that is, classification accuracy). To explain the process, an example which uses a four 
parameter beta binomial model will be used to estimate the score distributions; however, 
the general form of the process is similar across other estimation models.  
Effective test length. The first step in the Livingston and Lewis method is to 
estimate the effective test length. Effective test length is defined as the number of 
“discrete, dichotomously scored, locally independent, equally difficult items required to 
produce a total score of the same reliability” (Livingston & Lewis, 1995, p186). Effective 
test length is important in that it can be calculated for tests with complex (e.g. 
polytomously scored) items or multiple item types (i.e. both dichotomous and 
polytomous). Its use in the process of calculating accuracy makes the input of test length 
equal for tests with complex item types or discrete, dichotomously scored items that have 
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the same reliability values. A relationship exists between effective test length and 
possible score range in that a larger possible score range produces a larger estimated 
effective test length. Changes in possible score range seem to have little to no effect on 
estimates of classification accuracy (Livingston and Lewis, 1995).   
To estimate effective test length (n), the mean (µp), variance (%&'), and reliability 
(r) coefficient for the population of those who have taken the test must be known. The 
collection of single form scores  rounded to the neared integer (X) is equivalent to the 
proportional form (p) of single form scores ranging from 0 to 1 transformed here: 
 
 = "()*(+,"()* . (2.9) 
Because the reliability of p and X are equivalent, as are the effective test lengths, the 
process begins by estimating n for p which can be used to recover the n related to X. To 
begin we estimate the true scores in their proportional form, Φp: 
 
Φ- = ./"()*(+,"()* . (2.10) 
 In order to estimate effective test length of p, we next set the two expressions of overall 
error variance to be equal. The first of these expressions stems from the reliability 
 
σ&' = σ-'	1 − , (2.11) 
and the other is found using the expectation of the observed variance in p at a given level 
of Φp: 
  σ&' = 	3[5678Φ-9] (2.12) 
When set to be equal, the expressions are: 
 σ-'	1 −  = 3[5678Φ-9]	. (2.13) 
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Next, we must assume that the conditional error variance for scores on a test of n items 
with proportional true score Φp is the variance of a binomial distribution given n 
observations with Φ- probability of success: 
 σ-'	1 −  = 3 ;<	"< = =  >37Φ-9 − 37Φ-'9?	. (2.14) 
The value of the 37Φ-9	is the mean proportional true score and is equal to the mean 
proportional score for the single form scores, µp, and  37Φ-'9 is the variance in Φ- plus 
the squared expectation of Φ- in which r is included because it is the ratio of variance in 
Φ-  and the variance of p: 
 37Φ-'9 = 567Φ-9 +	>3	Φ-?' = σ-' + μ-' . (2.15) 
If added into the previous formula 2.14, it becomes: 
 
σ-'	1 −  = 1A >μ- − 7σ-' + μ-'9? =
1
A >B- − B-	' − σ-'? 
σ-'	1 −  = 	  >μ-	1 − μ- − σ-'?. 
. 
(2.16) 
Next, solving for effective test length yields: 
 A = C<	"C<"DE<FE<F	"D . (2.17) 
To show this expression in terms of X would be: 
 A = 	C,"GHI		GJK"C,"DE,FE,F	"D . (2.18) 
Distribution of proportional true scores. The second step in Livingston and 
Lewis’s procedure is to estimate the distribution of proportional true scores, Φ- from the 
observed distribution of scores, X (Lord, 1965). The necessary inputs for this step are the 
mean, variances, skewness, and kurtosis of X’ which is the distribution of individually 
transformed, single form proportion correct scores: 
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L = A = A "()*(+,"()* . (2.19) 
According to Lord’s method, Φ- is assumed to be distributed according to a four 
parameter beta distribution with a density of 
 

M	N!,∆! 	
7<"P9Q7R"<9∆
	R"PQ∆   
(2.20) 
in which B is a beta function. We obtain this formula by a linear transformation of a 
random variable with a two-parameter beta distribution on the interval 0,1 with 
parameters (d + 1) and (∆ + 1) onto the interval a, b. The additional parameters of a and b 
allow for more flexibility in the model by permitting zero frequencies for extreme true 
score values. This distribution of Φ- must be separated into k levels by partitioning the 0, 
1 interval by .01 increments, and the proportion of true scores for each level must be 
computed. The estimated proportional frequency of each true score level is gk, with a 
midpoint of each kth level of tk.  
 Conditional distribution of classifications. The next step is to estimate the 
conditional distribution of classifications on a hypothesized form of the test for each true 
score level (i.e. each kth level of Φ-). A binomial distribution of 
L must be constructed 
at each kth level of Φ- to represent the probability of scores on a hypothetical form of the 
test with an effective test length of n for an examinee with probability of success on each 
item equal to tk. This binomial distribution of 
Lmust be transformed to the scale of X 
using equation 2.19 and linear interpolation. The transformed cumulative probability 
distribution must be converted to conditional probability distribution for X given	Φ-. 
Next, using the cutoff values, we determine the conditional probability at each true score 
level (score category) that an examinee with a transformed true score of tk will be 
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classified into each category if administered another (hypothetical) form of the test. The 
scores on this hypothetical form are represented as X1 and the hth cut point as S∗ .	Then xh 
is the integer closest to	S∗ in that S − 0.5 < S∗ ≤ S and the probability of an 
examinee’s score being below the hth cut point at each level of Φ- is  
 
Y7
 < SZ∗8	Φ- = [\9 = 
7
 < SZ8	Φ- = [\9 + ]
∗^"7]^"._9
. 	
 = SZ|	Φ- = [\). 
(2.21) 
 Estimate the joint distribution of classifications. The fourth step in estimating 
classification accuracy is to estimate the joint distribution of classifications based on true 
scores and scores on the hypothesized form of the test. First, the summed score category 
boundaries (cut scores) must be transformed to the proportional scale ranging from 0 to1 
using the previous equation for p (Equation 2.9). Using these transformed boundaries, the 
estimated distribution for Φ- from Step 2, and the estimated conditional classifications at 
each level of	Φ-, we can estimate the joint distribution of classifications given 
proportional true scores Φ-	and scores on the hypothesized form of the test, X1. The 
single form score cut point of SZ∗is represented in proportional form as	[Z∗, and ti* is the 
value of ti nearest to the cut point of [Z∗such that [ ∗` − .005 < [Z∗ ≤ [ ∗` + .005.	 Therefore, 
the relative frequency in the joint distribution for which Φ-< [∗  and X1 < S	∗ is calculated 
as: 
 ∑ Y7
 < S∗ 8Φ- = [`9 + b
∗"(b)∗"._)
. c∗Y7
 < S∗ 8Φ- = [`∗9`d`∗ . (2.22) 
 Compute the accuracy estimate. The results of the previous four steps provide 
the basis for calculating classification accuracy for a single form by estimating the joint 
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distributions of classifications given true scores and scores from the form of the test 
administered (X0; the non-rounded values that made up X). The results of the estimated 
joint distribution of classifications given Φ- and X1 must be adjusted so that the marginal 
category frequencies of X match those for X0. In order to do this, a multiplier must be 
selected for each category of X and applied to the frequencies for that category. This 
multiplier is the ratio of the observed frequency (in X0) to the estimated frequency (X1 
marginal distribution) for each category. The adjusted classifications are an estimate of 
the two-way classifications based on proportional true scores and the scores of the 
administered exam. These values correspond to values from a 2x2 contingency table. 
From this 2x2 contingency table, classification accuracy can be calculated as described 
previously (Lee et al., 2002; Huynh, 1976). This method is limited in that it cannot 
estimate a full bivariate distribution, and instead, estimates the 2x2 contingency table at 
each cut point.
 
Ability Models and Accuracy Estimation 
Classification accuracy estimates typically requires estimating true score and 
observed score distributions. Traditional estimation methods have used beta/beta 
binomial models and Item Response Theory (IRT) models to estimate the relationship 
between the two distributions. The choice of the type model used depends on beliefs 
about the nature of the underlying distribution of scores. For many years beta binomial 
models were the primary method of estimation for modeling individuals observed scores, 
but more recently, IRT models have been used in classification accuracy estimation as a 
way to model examinee latent ability levels. The procedure for estimating classification 
accuracy across these estimation models is the Livingston and Lewis (1995) procedure. 
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The difference between methods lies in the assumptions about the nature of individuals’ 
ability and the distribution of errors. 
Beta binomial models. In estimation of classification accuracy, beta binomial 
models have historically been used to approximate the distribution of true and observed 
scores. Beta binomial models combine a beta distribution underlying individuals’ ability 
and a binomial distribution of errors. Because beta binomial models are traditionally 
associated with the classical true score theory (CTST) framework, proportion correct 
scores on an exam are often used as a measure of individuals’ abilities. The type of beta 
binomial model used is defined based on the number of parameters included in the 
calculations. A two parameter beta binomial model (2PB) consists of two parameters α 
and β which determine the shape of the τ (true) distribution given the observed 
distribution of scores. For this calculation, it is assumed that the observed data follow the 
shape of the distribution being estimated. The 2PB is estimated using the mean and 
variance/standard deviation of the observed score distribution and the Kuder-Richardson 
21 (α21) formula for reliability (Huynh, 1976) where: 
 α' = ff − 1 g1 −
μ	A − μ
Aσ' h (2.23) 
in which B- is the mean of the observed score distribution, σ2is the variance, and j is the 
number of items in the examination (Huynh, 1976). Given this formula for α21, we 
calculate the parameters of the 2PB as 
 
α = 	−1 + iFμ  (2.24) 
and 
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 β = −α + Aα' − A. (2.25) 
Given these formulas for the beta distribution of ability, the beta binomial model is 
calculated as 
 	S = kASlm	α + S, A + β − S/m	α, β, (2.26) 
in which B is a beta distribution with its associated parameters. Estimation using beta 
binomial models calculates the probabilities of being classified in categories above or 
below one’s true ability level which are typically computed based on underlying beta 
binomial distributions using the proportion correct scores (τ) as opposed to individuals’ 
latent scores(ϕ; i.e. θ) (Keats & Lord, 1962 as cited in Lee et al., 2002).The 4PB consists 
of the same two shape parameters as the 2PB (α and β) and adds the lower and upper 
limits of the distribution (a and b). The true distribution τ is then estimated from the 
mean, variance/standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the observed distribution 
using the steps of the Livingston & Lewis (1995) procedure from which classification 
accuracy estimates are calculated (also in Hanson, 1991; Lee et al., 2002).  
Research by Hanson and Brennan (1990) comparing classification estimates using 
the observed score distribution for a 2PB, 4PB, and 4PB model with compound binomial 
errors (4PB-CB) found that passing rates affected the classification accuracy across 
models.  The 4PB-CB model uses a two-term approximation to the compound binomial 
distribution for conditional errors (for formulas and further explanation see Lord, 1965). 
Classification indices for these three models were calculated using exam data from the 
ACT Assessment (October 1987 and February 1988 test dates). Cut scores were placed at 
10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 in the raw score metric. The cut score which produced a pass rate 
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of .50 provided similar estimates of classification indices for all three models. Cut scores 
that created a passing rate greater than .50 produced overestimates of classification 
indices for the 2PB, and cut scores that created a passing rate less than .50 produced 
underestimates of classification indices for the 2PB model. The raw score distributions 
for the 4PB and 4PB-CB models did not show meaningful differences in classification 
indices across cut scores. However, error rates created by combining false positive and 
false negative classification differed in that the 4PB-CB had smaller conditional error 
variance compared to the error variance of the 4PB. Given the similarity in classification 
indices estimation, the authors recommend using the 4PB model unless the raw score 
distribution of individuals’ scores demands a more complex model.  
Although the binomial models can be used to estimate individuals’ true scores, 
studies to determine how precisely these scores can be approximated have not been 
adequately conducted (Wilcox, 1981). Additionally, it should be noted that beta binomial 
models are most appropriate for use with naturally-occurring distributions (e.g. biological 
functions; Consul, 1975, as cited in, Wilcox, 1981). Most importantly, beta binomial 
models require us to know the shape of the underlying distributions before estimation. If 
the distribution of scores is unknown (as in true score distributions), we cannot estimate it 
with certainty. For these reasons, other more appropriate—and more accurate—models 
should be used to estimate the latent distribution of individuals’ ability scores.  
Multinomial models. Lee, Brennan, and Wan (2009) compared results 
calculating classification accuracy using approaches which assume an underlying 
distribution of scores (distributional approaches) to those which do not have an 
assumption about an underlying distribution (individual approaches). Models for 
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calculating classification accuracy for complex assessments used the compound 
multinomial model, a classification consistency bias-corrected compound multinomial 
model, and the Livingston and Lewis (1995) procedure. The compound multinomial 
model is suitable for testing situations in which the exam covers more than one content 
area or for exams with items that have more than one set of possible point values. The 
compound multinomial model can be calculated as  
 Pr	q = r, … . , qtrt|πvvvvw, . … , πtvvvvvvw =xPr	 qZ = rZ|πyvvvw
t
Z
 
(2.27) 
in which j is an index of the item sets, L is the number of item sets, πzvvvw is the proportion of 
items in the universe for which an examinee can be scored with one of the possible scores 
values, and Yj is the examinee’s total score for the jth item set. When this model is 
applied to only one item set it becomes the multinomial model.  
 It should be noted that under these approaches, true cut score values are 
equivalent to observed cut score values. Additionally, classification accuracy is 
calculated given the assumption an accurate classification is made when an individual’s 
observed score is assigned to the same category as their true score. Given these 
assumptions, the index of conditional classification accuracy is for a given score equal to 
the probability associated with an individual’s true score category, or   
 γ` = ` (2.28) 
in which person i is classified in category h and `is the category probability of observed 
total scores. For a group of N examinees, the index of conditional classification accuracy 
is calculated as 
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 γ = 1{γ`
|
`"
 
(2.29) 
such that estimates of γi and γ are obtained using the vector of items (Syzvvvvw)  in the set for 
which the person received a score instead of the proportion of items for which an 
examinee could receive a possible score value. This means that for a particular examinee 
with an observed score (estimate of true score) falling in a certain category, the estimate 
of γi is a sum of the probabilities for all predicted observed score points that belong to 
that category.  
 Conditional false positive and false negative error rates for an examinee are 
calculated as: 
 γ!` =  `
#
}!
 
(2.30) 
and 
 γ"` =  `
}"

 
(2.31) 
in which Γ represents an individual’s true category. Overall false positive and false 
negative error rates are calculated for the group of examinees as  
 γ! = 1{γ!`
#
`
 
(2.32) 
and 
 γ" = 1{γ"`
|
`
 
(2.33). 
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 The bias-correction procedure for the compound multinomial model attempts to 
correct potential bias in classification consistency when observed proportion scores are 
used as estimators of true proportion scores. This bias occurs because the variance of 
observed scores is usually larger than variance of true scores.  
 Results from an examination of real data from a state-level science achievement 
test for 10th graders showed highest levels of classification accuracy (γ = .805) for the 
compound multinomial model which also had the lowest rates of false positive 
classifications (γ!` = .096). The bias-corrected compound multinomial model 
demonstrated the lowest rates of false negative errors in assignment (γ"`=.086, compared 
to γ"`= .099 for the compound multinomial model). The Livingston and Lewis approach 
provided the lowest rates of accuracy (γ = .793), moderate false positive error rates (γ!` = 
.104), and the highest rates of false negative classification (γ"` = .103).   
Item Response Theory models. In recent years, Item Response Theory (IRT) has 
been used in classification because it provides an accurate way to estimate examinee 
latent ability (θ) and individuals’ latent true scores (ϕ) (as shown in Lee et al., 2002). IRT 
is a method of measuring individuals’ trait levels based on item responses and on the 
properties of the items that were administered (Embretson & Reise, 2000). This means 
that estimates of θ depend on a person’s true θ (actual latent ability level), their observed 
item responses, and the characteristics (model type and parameters) of the items to which 
a person responded. In general, IRT is a method of modeling that conceptualizes item 
characteristics and person abilities as separate entities (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 
1985). That is, within a population of people and items in IRT, the persons are 
independent of the items (ability scores do not changed based on items presented), and 
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items are independent of the persons (item characteristics do not change if the sample of 
examinees changes). IRT allows us to look at the accuracy of estimation of person 
parameters (ability) and items parameters (difficulty, etc.) independently within our 
chosen populations.  
Among other things, IRT models differ based on types of item data and the 
number of item parameters specified in the estimation process. In dichotomous IRT 
models, items are scored as correct and incorrect. Selected response items for aptitude 
and achievement tests are typically scored in this manner. Polytomous items are not 
scored using a right/wrong scoring method but rather using a range of possible scores that 
vary in degrees of correctness. Although some complex models allow for 
multidimensional latent traits, many of the frequently used models assume the latent trait 
is unidimensional.  
1-PL model. Among the most commonly applied models are three IRT models 
which vary only in terms of the number of parameters used to define item properties. The 
most parsimonious model is the one-parameter logistic model (1PL; Hambleton, 
Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). This model can be written as 
 Z	θ = 	 &
	+	 k^l
!	&	+	 k^l
        (i = 1, 2, ..., n)  (2.34) 
in which θ represents an individual’s (i) ability level, Z is a measure of difficulty of an 
item, 6 is a constant representing item discrimination, and D is a scaling factor.  
This model focuses only on the difference between an individual’s ability level 
and the ability level (b) necessary to observe a probability of P = .50 of a correct response 
to the item. The ability level required to observe a correct response is called item 
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difficulty. The difficulty of an item is determined by the point on the θ continuum at 
which an individual would have a 50% probability of getting the item correct. For 
instance, if an individual with an ability level of +2 would have a 50% chance of getting 
an item with a difficulty parameter value of +2 correct. A 1PL model requires item 
characteristic curves (ICCs) to have equal a parameter values and the additional 
parameter, c, which captures values of lower asymptotes, to be zero for all items in a 
measure (i.e. The 1PL model does not allow for lower asymptote values other than 0, and 
therefore, does not include this parameter in the calculation). The a parameter is a 
function of the slope of the ICC at the point of inflection in the curve. The location of the 
ICCs on the θ continuum differs based on the items’ difficulty levels.  
2-PL model. The two-parameter logistic model (2PL; Birnbaum, 1968) is an 
extension of the 1PL model that allows the a parameter values to differ for each item. 
Like the 1PL model, the 2PL constrains the lower asymptotes to zero. Differences in the 
a parameter across items indicate differences in the slope of the ICCs at the curve’s point 
of inflection. A graph of ICCs for this model will show ICCs of different steepness or 
flatness give the items’ discrimination values, and items will be located at different points 
in the ability continuum given the items’ difficulty values. Discrimination is inversely 
related to the element of information which represents the reliability of an item when 
measured individually or an exam when measured across all its items. If we have a test 
information function that provides a large amount of information across all ability levels, 
then we would have an exam with a high level of reliability. Higher levels of 
discrimination (higher a values) provide a larger amount of information about individuals 
whose ability levels fall within the small range of the item on the continuum. Lower 
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levels of discrimination (lower a values) provide us with smaller amounts of information 
over a wider range of ability levels on the continuum.  
3-PL model. The three-parameter logistic model (3PL; Hambleton, Swaminathan, 
& Rogers, 1991) is the most general model of those studied here and an extension of the 
2PL which allows the b parameter (difficulty of the items), the a parameter 
(discrimination of the items), and an additional parameter c to vary.  As seen in Formula 
2.35,  
ci   is added to the formula for the 2PL model and allows values in the lower asymptote 
for a particular item to be greater than zero. Items with a c parameter greater than zero 
will produce ICCs with lower asymptotes that do not reach a zero probability value 
(foundational work and equations provided in Lord & Novick, 1968). In achievement and 
aptitude assessment, this parameter is often called the “guessing” or “pseudo-guessing” 
parameter. A c parameter greater than zero is often observed in testing situations in which 
examinees could get an item correct by eliminating distracters such as in multiple choice 
items, or it may be greater than zero in items having such a low difficulty (b parameter) 
that even those at very low ability levels have some probability greater than zero of 
selecting the correct answer. A graph of ICCs for this model would show items of 
varying difficulty levels that are steeper or more stretched with asymptotes that may or 
may not have probability of correct answer greater than zero.  
Estimating Classification Accuracy with IRT 
Regardless of the specific IRT model selected, one must first estimate the 
conditional summed-score distribution from which classification accuracy is estimated.  
 ` 	θ = 	 Z +	71 −	Z9	 &+)7)9!	&	+)7)9        (i = 1, 2, ..., n),  (2.35) 
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However, it has been argued that the 3PL model is the best candidate due to its similarity 
to beta binomial models and the recovery of higher values of γ when a 3PL model is used 
(Lee et al., 2002).  The description of classification accuracy estimation with IRT is thus 
described based on a 3PL model. 
Estimating the conditional summed-score distribution. Computing 
classification accuracy for a 3PL model can be done using either summed test scores (or a 
transform of θY scores to summed scores; Lee, 2010) or scores on the theta scale (Rudner, 
2001, 2005). In the IRT-based summed test score approach (Lee, 2010), θY2 represents the 
latent trait measured by the model with a density of c	θY. The marginal probability of the 
summed score (X) can be expressed as: 
where Pr	
 = S 8θY9 is the conditional summed score distribution which is used to 
calculate classification accuracy. 
For dichotomous items, a recursive formula (Lord & Wingersky, 1984) is used 
estimate the conditional summed-score distribution [Pr	
 = S 8θY9]. Given that the 
assumptions of the selected IRT model hold, the probability for each examinee of a 
certain ability (θ) is calculated for the possible number correct scores (x) of a two item 
test in which ` = ` 7θY9 and ` = 1 −  provides x = 0: '; x = 2: '; and x =1: 
' + '. These elements make up the conditional frequency distribution	'	S|θY). If 
another item is added to the exam, then the distribution of number correct scores is: 
                                                 
2
 Lee (2010) uses θ to represent estimated theta. To be more explicit, θY  is used here.  
 Pr(
 = S) = 	  Pr(
 = S 8θY9c7θY97θY9

"
. (2.36) 
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 7S8θY9 = '7S8θY9 + '7S − 18θY9						(S = 0,1, … ,3). (2.37) 
This process continues to iterate until the entire conditional summed score distribution is 
calculated for each ability level and all possible number correct scores. The result of this 
procedure is a distribution of probabilities of each response pattern for every level of	θY. If 
the θY scores of all examinees are known, then the marginal distribution of conditional 
summed scores for N number of examinees is |∑ 7S8θY `9|` . 
Next, observed cut scores on the summed score scale are established3. If observed 
cut scores are on the θ scale, they can be transformed to expected summed scores: 
 
3	
|θY = θY∗) =S	Pr(` = f|θY = θY∗)
]Z
, (2.38) 
in which θY* is a cut score, Z represents responses for item j, Pr(` = S|θY = θY∗) is the 
conditional probability on item j for score x, and these are summed over all possible 
scores for item j and over all items.  This equation transforms cut scores on the θ scale 
(θY∗ , θY'∗ , … , θY#∗ ) to summed-score cut scores (, ', … #"), which divide individuals into 
H categories.  
 From the conditional summed-score distribution and the observed cut scores 
(, ', … #"), the conditional category probability of an observed score being in a 
particular category given their estimated proficiency  [(ℎ)] is calculated for each 
category as: 
 (ℎ) =  Pr(
 = S|θY)
]"
]]()
					(ℎ = 1, 2, … , ). (2.39) 
                                                 
3
 Standard-setting methods vary in their approach to determining observed cut scores. See Cizek & Bunch 
(2007) for a review. 
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 Estimating classification accuracy. To calculate classification accuracy, a set of 
true cut scores on the summed-score scale (τ, τ', … τ#") are selected to calculate the 
true category of classification (Γ) for examinees using either latent trait scores (θ) or 
expected summed scores (τ). . In practice, the estimation procedure assumes that the 
observed summed-score cutoffs , ', … #" and the true summed-score cutoffs 
τ, τ', … τ#".	are assumed to be true, and the conditional probability of an observed 
score being in a category given θY [	ℎ] is substituted in place of the conditional 
category probability based on a true cut score, 	Γ. If this true categorical status could 
be known, then the conditional probability of accurate classification, γ ,	(i.e. conditional 
classification accuracy index) is equal to the conditional category probability for that 
category, 	h: 
 γ = 	h,         for θY ∈ h. (2.40) 
Because true category status is not known in practice, "true" category status is 
determined by comparing expected summed scores to the observed category cutoffs (i.e. 
true cutoffs and observed cutoffs are assumed to be equal). Given the expected summed 
scores and chosen cutoffs, the total classification accuracy index ()4 can then be 
estimated as the marginalization over θY of the conditional accuracy given θY value: 
  =  γc7θY9θY

"
. (2.41) 
The false positive and false negative error rates are calculated as for each level of θY: 
                                                 
4
 This total value of classification accuracy is referred as “marginal classification accuracy” (Lee, 2010). 
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 γ! =  	Γ

}}∗!
,							for	θY ∈ Γ∗, (2.42) 
and 
 γ" =  	Γ
}∗"
}
,							for	θY ∈ Γ∗. (2.43) 
The marginal (average) false positive and false negative error rates (i.e. P+ and P-) can 
then be estimated by integrated across the theta scale: 
 γ! =  γ!c7θY9θY

"
, (2.44) 
and 
 γ" =  γ"c7θY9θY

"
. (2.45) 
The final choice in this procedure is whether to approximate the θY distribution for 
marginal distributions (e.g.	!) using a chosen number of quadrature points and weights 
to replace the integrals with summations or using the individual θY estimates to compute 
the conditional classification indices for each examinee and average over all examinees. 
The quadrature method is called the D method and is a distributional approach. The P 
method is an individual approach which uses examinees’ θ estimates to calculate the 
conditional distributions (e.g.	γ) for each individual and averages across individuals to 
get the marginal distributions of	,	γ!, and γ". Lee (2010) found similar estimates when 
either method was used.  This method provides us with the distributions necessary to 
calculate the elements of the HxH contingency table when both the true score cutoffs and 
observed score cutoffs are use. 
 An example. To illustrate this procedure, consider an example test of 50 items 
administered to 500 individuals which is modeled using a 3PL IRT model and uses a 
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single cut score. First, θ values for all 500 individuals are estimated using a 3PL model 
and the item responses (scored dichotomously) for the 50 items in an IRT software 
program such as BILOG (Mislevy & Bock, 1990). Next, the conditional summed-score 
distribution is calculated using Lord and Wingersky (1984) recursive formula to calculate 
the probability of each summed total score. Starting with all the individuals with the 
lowest value of θ, the probability of response patterns for two items is calculated. Next, 
the probability of response patterns is calculated for responses to three items, and this 
process is iterated until the probability of response patterns is calculated for all 50 items 
for the group of individuals with the lowest value of θ. The process is repeated for each 
group of individuals with a given θ value until the probability of all response patterns for 
all items are calculated across all levels of θ resulting in the conditional summed-score 
distribution. Using the observed cut score (on the summed score metric or a 
transformation of a θ value), the conditional summed score distribution is divided into 
two categories (e.g. masters and nonmasters). The conditional category probabilities are 
calculated for one individual at a time and averaged across all examinees (using the P 
method) for those in category 1 who were categorized below the cut score as nonmasters 
and those in category 2 classified above the cut score as masters. Observed cut scores () 
are assumed to be equal to true cut scores (τ) and are used to calculate the true 
categorical status (Γ) by imposing  on the conditional summed score distribution. Each 
expected summed score (or θY value) is compared to the true cutoff, and classification 
accuracy is calculated conditional on that score (γ). Marginal classification accuracy 
() can be computed along with false positive and false negative error rates (γ!and	γ"). 
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These calculations populate the HxH (or in this case, 2x2) contingency table (Huynh, 
1976; Lee et al., 2002).   
 Other research using this procedure. Lee (2010) examined estimates of 
classification accuracy by using several IRT models which contained both polytomous 
and dichotomous items in addition to other previously-discussed traditional methods of 
estimating classification accuracy and consistency. Regarding accuracy, Lee studied 
whether accuracy estimation methods based on estimates of individual’s θ values were 
comparable to summed score estimates calculated by conditioning on a set of quadrature 
points from the theta distribution (i.e. traditional methods of calculation using the beta 
binomial models; Huynh, 1976; Livingston & Lewis 1995; Lee et al., 2002). IRT models 
produced larger values of classification accuracy which was somewhat attributable to the 
related assumptions regarding a reduced amount of error in the IRT framework. The 
assumption of parallel test forms for the IRT model requires strictly parallel forms 
whereas traditional models are required to be randomly parallel—a stronger assumption. 
The beta binomial models produced larger error values and smaller estimates of accuracy 
due to this more restrictive assumption about parallel forms.  
Values of marginal classification accuracy did not differ greatly across all 
considered models, but the error rates of P+m and P-m showed larger differences across 
models. When comparing IRT models to non-IRT models, we see a higher rate of 
misclassification in the non-IRT models. This finding may be a further result of the 
assumptions about parallel forms.    
Plots of the conditional classification accuracy showed that lowest values of 
conditional accuracy were observed for summed scores that were the nearest to the cuts 
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scores. This means that the likelihood of misclassifying and individual is highest when 
the individual’s ability is located near the cut score. Or, in other words, we are less likely 
to make an incorrect classification decision if an individual’s score if the score is located 
further from a cut score.  However, the error variance of traditional and IRT estimation 
methods differed with less error variance observed when IRT estimation was used. 
The Accuracy of Classification Accuracy Estimates 
It would seem obvious that high rates of accurate classifications are desirable to 
justify the use of a test for any type of score-based decision. However, a high 
classification accuracy estimate (γ) that does not reflect the true accuracy (γ) 5 of our 
classifications is as problematic as a test with low accuracy (Lee et al., 2002). Given that 
our classification accuracy is an estimate—not a known value—there is some uncertainty 
as to the quality of the estimate as a reflection of truth. The value of γ does not tell us 
anything about the accuracy of our estimate. If γ is close to the true value of γ, then we 
have an idea of how well we are classifying individuals. If γ is different from the true 
value of γ, then we do not know how well we are classifying individuals. Without 
knowing how well we are classifying individuals, we will be unaware of whether 
misclassification is actually occurring at a higher rate than the estimate of γ implies.  
It has been suggested that several factors, including the number and distribution 
of items and item characteristics (Brennan, 1981), the distribution of individuals’ ability 
levels (Lee et al, 2002), the location of the cut score(s) (Hambleton & Slater, 1997; Lee, 
et al., 2002), and the reliability of the exam (Ercikan & Julian, 2002) may influence the 
accuracy of	γ. If γ differs based on the distribution of the items or the nature of the item 
                                                 
5
 These refer to the true and estimated marginal values of classification accuracy.  
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characteristics, then estimates would differ based on the items administered to a group of 
examinees. Similarly, if differences in accuracy of classification are found for the same 
test across different distributions of individuals’ ability levels, then the values of γ would 
differ across administrations or testing populations. If the location of the cut score or 
scores influences accuracy of classifications, then misclassification of individuals would 
be more likely to occur using some cut scores than others, and our estimates of γ would 
differ across these classification scenarios.  
Potential differences in the accuracy of γ present a need for simulation studies to 
determine the impact of the distribution of items and item characteristics, the distribution 
of individuals’ ability levels, and the location of cut scores on estimates of classification 
accuracy. Manipulation of characteristics which might impact estimates of γ and true 
rates of classification accuracy would allow us to identify potential scenarios in which 
accuracy estimates should be suspect or disregarded. Additionally, a simulation study 
would provide a chance to analyze the impact of incorrect cut scores in scenario that 
would be free of the potential confounding factors of real test data.  
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Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGY 
The focus of this study is on the accuracy of classification accuracy estimates. In 
order to make informed classification decisions using classification accuracy indices, we 
need to know how close our estimates are to the true value. Additionally, we must 
identify conditions that could potentially alter the recovery of an estimate of γ that is 
close to the true value. If our estimate does not reflect the true value of γ, then individuals 
will be unknowingly misclassified. High values of γ are considered to mean accurate 
classifications are being made. Without an investigation of conditions under which our 
estimates are accurate (i.e. reflect the true value of γ), we cannot be certain of our 
classification of individuals. Given that in practice we cannot know the true value of γ, a 
simulation study is the one way to know how close our estimates are to the true value.  
Based upon previous classification accuracy studies and the related positive 
results using IRT modeling to estimate the examinee ability distribution, the current study 
examined factors that affect the recovery of values of γ close to the true value of γ. 
Factors hypothesized to be of interest include (a) the number of items, (b) the shape of 
the latent trait distribution, (c) the shape of the distribution of item characteristics, and (d) 
the location of both true and observed cut scores. The reliability for an exam could 
potentially influence	γ, but the current study did not manipulate this factor. Within this 
study, the focus was on obtaining accurate estimates of classification accuracy rather than 
high estimates of accuracy (i.e. recovering values that are close to the true value rather 
than high values). That is, to identify factors that influence the degree to which the 
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estimated accuracy is equal to the true accuracy regardless of the magnitude of the 
accuracy of the classification itself.  
Data Generation 
 Using the irtoys package in R (Patchevv, 2009), for each of 500 replications, one 
set of 500 true theta values was generated from each of the following distributions: 
normal [N(0,1)], positively skewed beta [β(10,3)]6, and negatively skewed beta [β(3,10)]. 
Item responses were generated using the values of true theta and the  characteristics of 
the items used in each condition. 
Manipulation of Factors 
To assess their impact on classification accuracy, the following characteristics 
were manipulated:  
Test length. The number of items used to estimate individuals’ theta values was 
manipulated across conditions. Conditions have 10, 20, or 50 items generated using the 
item characteristics described here.   
Item characteristics. Item parameters for a 3PL model of 10 items were selected 
using the corresponding values for the following percentiles of each distribution: 5th, 
15th, 25th, 35th, 45th, 55th, 65th, 75th, 85th, and 95th. See Table 2 for details of the item 
characteristics and the related distributions. In conditions with 20 or 50 items, these sets 
of 10 values were repeated to reach the total required for a condition.  Ten discrimination 
values and c parameter values were selected from Bilog default distributions of 
lognormal and beta respectively and set for all conditions and replications. Again, 
                                                 
6Scores drawn from the beta distribution will be transformed to z-scores using the Make.Z function from 
QuantPsych package for R code (Fletcher, 2008). 
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conditions with more than 10 items repeated sets of a and c parameter values. Difficulty 
values were selected from a normal distribution and a negatively-skewed distribution.  
Table 2.  
Item Characteristics 
Difficulty (b) Discrimination (a) Lower asymptote (c) 
Selected from: 
a) A normal 
distribution 
b) A negatively 
skewed 
distribution 
• 10 values selected from 
a log normal 
distribution: ln(0,1) 
• Randomly assigned to 
all items. 
• 10 values selected from 
a beta(2,9)  
• Randomly assigned to 
all items.  
 True score cutoff. For each condition, true score cutoffs (ϕ) were assigned for 
percentage splits in the distribution of 90% nonmasters-10% masters or 50% nonmasters-
50% masters. Given that the theta continuum is typically similar to a z-score distribution, 
the cut score values were determined based on z-scores which corresponded to these 
percentiles. Z-scores (i.e. θ values) of 1.2816 and 0.0 were used for the 90%-10% and the 
50%-50% splits respectively. These same cut score values were used for the relevant 
conditions regardless of theta distribution shape.   
 Theta distribution shape. In order to determine the influence of distribution 
shape on classification accuracy, three types of distributions were used during the 
generation of true theta (θ) values: normal, positively skewed beta, and negatively 
skewed beta. Because beta distributions span the range between 0 and 1, true theta scores 
drawn from these distributions were again transformed to standard scores (z-scores with a 
mean of zero, standard deviation of 1) using the QuantPsyc package for R-code (Fletcher, 
2008).  
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Conditions. The experimental design of this study resulted in 36 conditions: 3 
test lengths (10 items, 20 items, 50 items), 2 distributions for b-values (normal and 
negatively skewed), 3 distributions of theta (normal, positively skewed beta, and 
negatively skewed beta), and 2 true-score cutoffs (90%-10% and 50%-50%). Table 3 
shows the 36 conditions included in this study.  
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Table 3.  
Conditions included in the current simulation study. 
  90% Nonmasters and 10% Masters   50% Nonmasters and 50% Masters 
  
N   β -   β + 
 
N   β -   β + 
Distribution of b 50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10 
Negative Skew 19 20 21   25 26 27   31 32 33   22 23 24   28 29 30   34 35 36 
Normal 1 2 3  7 8 9  13 14 15  4 5 6  10 11 12  16 17 18 
Note. N, β+, and β- represent shapes of the theta distribution. N = N(0,1), β+ = β(10,3) (positively skewed), and β- = β(3, 10) 
(negatively skewed).  
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Analysis of Classification Accuracy 
Generated data were analyzed using a 3PL model in BILOG (Mislevy & Bock, 
1990). Phases 1 and 2, and estimated theta (θY) values were generated via expected a 
posteriori (EAP) estimation in the irtoys package for R-code (Partchev, 2009).  
Classification distributions. The observed distribution of classifications of 
masters and nonmasters are reported and compared to the true percent of masters and 
nonmasters for each condition (e.g. 90%-10% or 50%-50%). The µ and SD of % of 
masters are reported. Note, statistics are reported only for masters as the values for 
nonmasters are 1-% of masters.  
True classification accuracy. For true classification accuracy, µ and SD were 
computed across the 500 replications in each condition. True classification accuracy (γ) 
or the percent of scores for which Γ=I (in which Γ represents an individual’s true 
classification category and I is the observed classification category) was calculated using 
the true θ values and the cut score as the proportion of individuals correctly classified:  
 γ =  + . (3.1) 
Estimated classification accuracy. For estimated classification accuracy (γ), µ 
and SD were computed across the 500 replications in each condition. Classification 
accuracy was calculated for each replication in each condition using the Lee (2010) 
procedure and the P method within the cacIRT package for R-code (Lathrop, 2011).  
Accuracy of	 . Across replications, BIAS and RMSE was calculated using 
modified formulas from Meng (2007). BIAS was calculated as  
 m	 = 	 ∑ γD − γDD  , (3.2) 
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and RMSE was calculated as, 
 3	 = 	 ∑ 	γD − γD'D   (3.3) 
in which R is the number of replications, r is a given replication, and γD is the estimated 
classification accuracy for that replication. Tables and plots are provided to highlight 
values of BIAS and RMSE across replications. Plots of the residual values of γ − γ are 
provided to show whether γ provides overestimates or underestimates of the true 
accuracy values across levels of each manipulated factor.  
Additional Analyses. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests were conducted to 
determine whether the values of γ	differed given levels of the manipulated factors. 
ANOVAs were conducted using γ and the residual values (γ − γ (i.e. BIAS) as the 
outcome variables. Significant findings of these analyses are provided in both plots and 
tables of values.  
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Chapter 4 
RESULTS 
The results of the current simulation study are presented according to the outcome 
variable of interest. As an overall guide for the results, ability (θ) distributions and 
recovered information functions are described. Then, the average percent classified as 
masters for each condition are reported. Next, means and standard deviations of true 
classification accuracy (γ) and estimated classification accuracy (γ) are examined. 
Analyses that explored the bias of γ (BIAS) including descriptive statistics, an analysis of 
variance (ANOVA), and further interpretation of specific ANOVA results are explained. 
Finally, values of the root mean square error of γ (RMSE) are reported.  
Information Functions and θ Distributions 
Figures 2, 3, and 4 contain information functions for conditions with 10, 20, or 50 
items, as well as, the θ distribution used for the set of conditions represented in each 
figure.  Figure 2 shows the information functions for conditions with a positively skewed 
distribution of θ. In this figure, the largest amount of information was located around	 
θ = 1, and the majority of the distribution of individuals’ θ was located in the interval  
θ(-1.5,.5). Across conditions with a positively skewed θ distribution, information was 
larger at the selected cutoff points for conditions with 50 items than those with fewer 
items. Information was also larger at the cutoff points for conditions with a negatively 
skewed distribution rather than a normal distribution of b-values. This effect was more 
extreme for the condition with 50 items, a cut score at 10% masters, and a negatively 
skewed distribution for b-values which provided the largest amount of information for 
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this theta distribution. A majority of the information for this set of conditions was located 
between the values of -1 to 1.5.  
 
Figure 2. Information functions for conditions with a positively skewed θ distribution. 
Note. The θ distribution shape reflects the shape of the distribution used, but the specific 
values should not be interpreted as frequencies. 
 
Figure 3 shows the information functions for conditions with a normal 
distribution of θ. For this set of conditions, a majority of the information was located 
between θ = 0 and	θ = 1.5. Individuals’ θ values were concentrated in the interval  
θ(-1,1). The amount of information at the cut scores in this set of conditions is larger near 
the cutoff at 50% masters for all conditions except one. The largest amount of 
information was observed for the condition with 50 items, a negatively skewed 
distribution for b-values, and near the cutoff at 10% masters. Across both cut scores and 
both distributions of b-values, information was larger for conditions with 50 items than 
those with fewer items, and conditions with 10 or 20 items provided much less 
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information at either cutoff point. Much of the observed information for this set of 
conditions was located between θ(-2,2).  
 
Figure 3. Information functions for conditions with a normal distribution of θ. Note. The 
θ distribution shape reflects the shape of the distribution used, but the specific values 
should not be interpreted as frequencies. 
 
Figure 4 shows the information functions for conditions with a negatively skewed 
distribution of θ. The majority of individuals’ θ values was located between θ(-1, 1.5). 
Again, information was larger at the cut scores for conditions with 50 items than those 
with fewer items and those with negatively skewed b-values rather than other 
distributions. Information levels were even larger near the cutoff at 10% than near the 
cutoff at 50%. This means that conditions with cutoffs at 10% had more information at 
the relevant cutoff point than did conditions with a cutoff at 50%. Furthermore, the 
largest amount of information was observed for the condition with 50 items, a negatively 
skewed distribution for b-values, and a cutoff at 10% masters. The majority of 
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information for this set of conditions with a negatively skewed distribution of θ ranged 
from -2 to 2.    
 
Figure 4. Information functions for conditions with a negatively skewed distribution of θ. 
Note. The θ distribution shape reflects the shape of the distribution used, but the specific 
values should not be interpreted as frequencies. 
 
Percent Classified as Masters 
Because classification accuracy is described as the percent of individuals correctly 
classified in the category which contains their true score, the observed classifications 
indicate the maximum value of what classification accuracy could be given the 
characteristics of a scenario (i.e. a given condition). In order to have the potential for 
high	γ values, the percent of individuals classified as masters must reflect the percent 
intended given a chosen cut score. For example, conditions with a cut score set at 10% 
masters should return classification rates near 10% which would indicate a high rate of 
classification accuracy. Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation of the percent 
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classified as masters across replications for a given condition. If estimated classifications 
exactly match the true classifications, then means for the 90% nonmasters/10% masters 
conditions would be equal to 10%, and means for the 50% nonmasters/50% masters 
conditions would all be equal to 50%.  
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Table 4.  
Means and standard deviations of percent masters by condition 
  
 90% Nonmasters and 10% Masters   50% Nonmasters and 50% Masters 
   N 
 
β -   β + 
 
N 
 
β -   β + 
Distribution 
of b 
 50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10 
 
50 20 10 
Normal 
µ 9.9 7.5 8.6  10.1 10.0 1.9  11.0 10.3 7.5  50.9 50.5 51.5  53.1 54.0 48.7  48.3 47.0 51.7 
SD 1.1 1.2 1.3  1.4 2.0 1.8  1.0 0.9 1.4  1.4 1.9 2.9  1.3 1.5 1.9  1.8 1.6 2.3 
Negatively 
Skewed 
µ 10.0 9.1 9.5  8.9 8.2 7.9  11.1 11.1 9.6  50.4 47.4 46.5  54.8 54.5 52.0  46.1 46.0 44.9 
SD .8 .8 1.3   1.0 .9 1.6   .8 .9 1.2   1.4 1.4 1.8   1.4 1.4 1.6   1.4 1.5 1.7 
Note. Means are represented as percentages of the total assigned to the category of masters. All values were multiplied by 100
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Ten conditions returned average percent classified as masters that were equal to or 
nearly equal to the chosen percentage, 28 had means that were +/-3 percent from the 
chosen percentage, and 8 were drastically different from the chosen percent of masters. 
Across conditions with a cut score at 10% masters, means for percent classified as 
masters ranged from 1.9% to 11.1%. For all conditions with a cut score at 50% masters, 
the range of means was from 44.9% to 54.8%.  
Conditions with normal distributions for both b-values and θ returned percent 
classified as masters that were closest to the specified values when a 50% cut score was 
used. Means for these conditions ranged from 50.5% to 51.5%. Conditions with 
negatively skewed distributions for both b-values and θ provided the largest 
underestimates for percent masters across both cut scores for percent masters. Large 
overestimates were more likely to be observed for conditions with negatively skewed 
distributions and a cut score at 50% masters.  
The largest mean value of percent masters was found in this group of conditions 
with a mean percent of masters of 54.8% for the condition with 50% masters, negative 
skewed distributions for both b-values and θ, and 50 items. This result can be better 
understood by looking at the plot of the information function and θ for this condition in 
Figure 4. Here we see that for this condition some information was available at the cutoff 
point of 50% masters and few items and many θ values were located around this cutoff 
thereby increasing the chances of misclassification (i.e. overclassification).   
The lowest average value of percent masters was recovered for the condition with 
a cut score at 10% masters, a normal distribution for b-values, a negatively skewed θ 
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distribution, and 10 items. Looking again at Figure 4, we see that this condition provided 
the least amount of information at the cut score at 10% masters, many of the people are 
located near the cut score, and very few items have b-values located near the cutoff. This 
explains the large amount of misclassification observed in this condition.  
Classification Accuracy 
True classification accuracy. The means and standard deviations of γ for each 
condition are presented in Table 5. The value of γ represents the percent of simulees 
classified into the correct category based on θY and cut scores, given their true 
generated	θ. The average γ values across replications and conditions ranged from 78.5 to 
96.6. In general, higher average values of γ were found for conditions with 10% masters 
than for conditions with 50% masters. Higher values were also recovered for conditions 
with negatively skewed distributions of b-values than for conditions with normally 
distributed b-values. Controlling for other factors, higher average γ values were found for 
conditions with more items than in similar conditions with fewer items such that the 
highest average γ values were found in conditions with 50 items.     
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Table 5.  
 
Mean and standard deviation values of γ by condition 
 
   90% Nonmasters and 10% Masters   50% Nonmasters and 50% Masters 
   N  
 
β -   β + 
 
N  
 
β -   β + 
Distribution 
of b  50 20 10  50 20 10  50 20 10  50 20 10  50 20 10  50 20 10 
Normal µ 95.6 92.1 93.6  93.4 91.7 92.0  96.3 95.1 91.7  91.5 84.7 78.5  90.5 87.5 83.9  90.5 86.9 82.9 
SD 1.0 1.2 1.2  1.2 1.3 1.0  .8 .9 1.1  1.3 1.6 1.9  1.3 1.5 1.6  1.3 1.5 1.7 
Negatively 
Skewed 
µ 96.1 94.3 93.2  94.9 92.7 91.1  92.3 87.7 83.4  96.9 95.1 93.0  93.2 88.8 82.7  93.0 89.3 83.7 
SD .8 1.0 1.1  .9 1.1 1.3  .8 .9 1.1  1.2 1.4 1.7  1.1 1.4 1.6  1.1 1.3 1.6 
Note. All values multiplied by 100.   
 
Table 6. 
  
Mean and standard deviation values of γ	by condition 
  
 90% Nonmasters and 10% Masters   50% Nonmasters and 50% Masters 
  
 N  
 
β -   β + 
 
N  
 
β -   β + 
Distribution 
of b 
 
50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10 
Normal µ 94.0 83.4 89.0  91.5 88.3 73.7  95.8 92.1 86.6  91.4 80.6 73.6  88.6 84.3 78.4  90.2 85.2 78.5 
SD 1.6 3.5 2.1  1.3 4.0 9.4  .5 1.5 1.7  .7 2.1 3.9  1.1 1.3 3.9  .7 1.8 2.5 
Negatively 
Skewed 
µ 96.7 94.2 91.9  95.6 92.0 87.5  97.4 94.9 92.2  93.1 88.3 81.2  93.7 88.8 84.0  93.6 88.5 82.3 
SD .4 .8 1.5  .5 1.1 1.2  .4 .6 1.1  .6 .9 1.9  .6 .8 1.2  .5 .8 1.6 
Note. All values multiplied by 100.   
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Estimated classification accuracy. Means and standard deviations of γ are 
presented in Table 6. For each condition, γ is the estimated value of γ computed as 
described in the methods section (percent correctly classified) and represents accuracy of 
classifications recovered using estimated θ values and estimated cut scores and given the 
levels of the manipulated factors. In the current study, average γ values ranged from 73.6 
to 97.4. Overall, larger means of γ were found for conditions with a cut score at 10% 
masters than for conditions with a cut score at 50% masters. Again, higher values were 
observed for conditions with negatively skewed distributions of b-values than for 
conditions with normally distributed b-values. The same pattern observed for γ across 
test length was also found for	γ: holding other factors constant, higher average γ values 
were recovered for conditions with more items, with the highest average γ values for 
conditions with 50 items. See Figure 5 for a scatterplot of the means of estimated 
classification accuracy plotted by the means of true classification accuracy.  
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  Figure 5. Scatterplot of true vs. estimated classification accuracy 
ANOVA on . A four-way (3 × 2 × 2 × 3) analysis of variance test was conducted 
to determine the impact of the number of items, the percent masters, distribution of b-
values, and distribution of θ on	γ. The results of this ANOVA found in Table 7 show a 
significant four-way interaction with a very small main effect (η2) of number of items, b-
distribution, θ distribution, and percent masters on	γ, F = 544.8, p < .001, η2 < .0001. 
Figure 6 provides box plots (i.e. medians and interquartile ranges) of γ for each 
condition. Figure 6a shows γ results for the negatively skewed level of the b-distribution 
factor. Figure 6b shows results for the normal b-distribution conditions.  
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Table 7. 
 
ANOVA Results for γ 
 
Source F df η2 
Number of items (J) 29190.08 2 0.002 
Percent of Masters (c) 22306.59 1 0.001 
Distribution of b-values (b) 20217.02 1 0.001 
Distribution of Theta values (θ) 1756.19 2 <0.001 
J x c 885.53 2 <0.001 
J x b 944.81 2 <0.001 
J x ϴ 631.70 4 <0.001 
c x b 44.13 1 <0.001 
c x ϴ 2101.41 2 <0.001 
b x ϴ 502.23 2 <0.001 
J x c x b 141.52 2 <0.001 
J x c x ϴ 1344.07 4 <0.001 
J x b x ϴ 642.18 4 <0.001 
c x b x ϴ 82.82 2 <0.001 
J x c x b x ϴ 522.37 4 <0.001 
Note. For all test statistics, p < .001.  
As with	γ, conditions with negatively skewed b-distributions (holding other 
factors constant)and conditions with 10% masters returned higher average γ values and 
smaller standard deviations around the mean. Additionally, for conditions with a 
negatively skewed b-distribution, conditions with more items provided higher average 
estimates of γ with a much smaller standard deviation from the average value. Conditions 
with a positively skewed θ distribution and a cut score at 10% masters and conditions 
with a negatively skewed θ distribution and a cut score at 50% masters showed higher 
values of γ than conditions with similar cut scores across other distributions of θ.  
Conditions with a normal distribution of b-values showed greater variability in 
values of γ across replications (i.e. less stability) than was observed for conditions with a 
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negatively skewed distribution of b-values. Similar to the previous set of conditions, in 
general, lower average values of γ were found for conditions with a cut score at 50% 
masters than for conditions with a cutoff at 10% masters. Lower means and larger 
standard deviations of γ were observed for conditions with fewer items than for 
conditions with more items, and this effect was more extreme for certain conditions. The 
most noticeable effect was found for conditions with a negatively skewed θ distribution 
and was even more extreme when the cut score was placed at 10% masters. The four-way 
interaction will be described in further detail in the subsection for BIAS. 
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Figure 6. Box and whisker plots containing means and interquartile ranges for the significant 4-way interaction of number of items, 
percent masters, b-distribution, and θ distribution with γ	as the outcome variable.  
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BIAS 
Descriptive statistics. Estimates of BIAS were calculated across replications for 
each condition. Figure 7 shows estimates of BIAS found for each combination of 
manipulated factors; tables of the BIAS statistic are found in Appendix B. In all but eight 
conditions, the average BIAS value was nonzero. Across conditions, BIAS values ranged 
from -.183 to .012. Most values of BIAS were negative, indicating that γ values for these 
conditions were smaller than γ values. Some conditions with a negatively skewed b-
distribution had slightly positive values of BIAS equal to less than .02.  Larger negative 
values of BIAS were found for conditions with normally distributed b-values, than for 
conditions with a negatively skewed b-distribution. In fact, all conditions with BIAS of 
magnitude larger than -.05 were observed for conditions with a normal distribution for b-
values. Additionally, all but one of the conditions with BIAS values greater than -.05 
were found in conditions with only 10 items. Conditions with a cutoff at 10% masters 
returned patterns that were similar to those with a 50% cutoff; however, the values of the 
10% masters conditions were on average more extreme than those for the 50% masters 
conditions. This trend was even more likely to be found for conditions with a normal 
distribution for b-value than conditions with a negatively skewed b-distribution.  
The smallest value of BIAS (.0002) was found for the condition with 20 items, 
negatively skewed b-values, negatively skewed θ, and a cut score at 50% masters. 
Looking back to the information plot for conditions with a negatively skewed distribution 
for b-values in Figure 4, we see why this condition produced a small value of BIAS. 
Given the shape of the negatively skewed θ distribution and the shape of the information 
function for the 20 item condition with negatively skewed b-distribution, we see that 
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many of the items are located above and below the cut score and a majority of the θ 
values are located above the cut score. The moderate amount of information provided by 
the items and few θ values located at the cutoff led to a large percentage of accurate 
classifications. 
 
Figure 7. Estimates of BIAS for γ 
Note. Positively skewed distributions of theta are denoted by: . Normally distributed 
distributions of theta and b-values are denoted by: .  Negatively skewed 
distributions of theta and b-values are denoted by: . The upper row of symbols 
refers to the two distributions for b-values and the lower row of symbols describes the 
distributions for θ.  
 
The greatest value of BIAS (-.18) was found for the condition with 10 items, 
normally distributed b-values, a negatively skewed distribution of θ, and a cut score at 
10% masters. Looking again at Figure 4, this condition shows the least amount of 
information of any condition at the cut score. A large percentage of the θ values were 
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located near the cut score, this leads to a high rate of misclassification. Figure 8 shows 
the scatterplot comparing estimated classification accuracy to values of BIAS. 
 
Figure 8. Scatterplot of BIAS vs. estimated classification accuracy 
 
ANOVA on BIAS. A four-way (3 × 2 × 2 × 3) analysis of variance test was 
conducted to determine the impact of the number of items, the percent masters, 
distribution of b-values, and distribution of θ on BIAS. The results of the ANOVA for 
BIAS found in Table 8 showed two significant three-way interactions, one with a large 
effect (η2), another with a small effect, and a significant four-way interaction with a small 
effect that was larger than the effect for the ANOVA on	γ. The first of these significant 
three-way interactions was for number of items, distribution of b-values, and θ 
distribution on BIAS, F = 704.9, p < .001, η2 = .042.The results of the second significant 
interaction was for number of items, percent masters, and θ distribution on BIAS, F = 
958.4, p < .001, η2 = 0005. The results of this four-way interaction were for number of 
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items, percent masters, distribution of b-values, and distribution of θ on BIAS, F  = 
221.5, p < .001,  η2 = .0129.   
Table 8 
 
ANOVA Results for BIAS. 
 
Source F df η2 
Number of items (J) 4046.37 2 0.121 
Percent of Masters (c) 1269.67 1 0.019 
Distribution of b-values (b) 9694.26 1 0.145 
Distribution of Theta values (θ) 533.66 2 0.016 
J x c 433.76 2 0.013 
J x b 1100.66 2 0.033 
J x ϴ 510.22 4 0.031 
c x b 543.29 1 0.008 
c x ϴ 443.48 2 0.013 
b x ϴ 556.86 2 0.017 
J x c x b 159.44 2 0.005 
J x c x ϴ 961.13 4 0.058 
J x b x ϴ 711.02 4 0.043 
c x b x ϴ 17.16 2 0.001 
J x c x b x ϴ 215.67 4 0.013 
Note. For all test statistics, p < .001.  
Understanding the interaction. Additional Figures 9 through 12 highlight 
specific findings from the four-way interaction found in the ANOVA analyses and 
provide an alternate means of discussing the complex ANOVA results.    
Number of items. Figure 9 highlights the effects associated with number of items. 
Overall, conditions with 50 items showed lower values of BIAS (i.e. more accurate 
estimates of	γ) for almost all related conditions. Conditions with 10 items returned much 
higher values of BIAS. These differences in BIAS values across number of items 
interacted with the levels of other variables. The condition with normal distributions for θ 
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and b-values, a cutoff at 10% masters, and 20 items is an example of this interaction. This 
is the only condition with 20 items that produced a BIAS value larger than the related 
condition with 10 items. As noted previously, the condition with 10 items, a normal 
distribution for b-values, and negatively skewed θ distribution, and a cut score at 10% 
masters provided the largest BIAS value, and the difference in BIAS between this 
condition and the related conditions with 20 or 50 items becomes even more pronounced. 
Figure 9. Plot of BIAS across levels of the number of items manipulated factor. 
Percent of masters (cut scores). Figure 10 highlights differences in BIAS related 
to the percent classified as masters. Large BIAS values were recovered for several 
conditions with a cut score at 10% masters. This trend differed across levels of the other 
factors showing the interaction between the manipulated factors. The largest values were 
recovered for conditions with a normal distribution for b-values and 10 items. The largest 
difference in BIAS values for the two cut scores occurred for the conditions with 10 
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items, a normal distribution for b-values, and negatively skewed θ distribution with the 
condition with a cut score at 10% masters providing a drastically larger BIAS value.   
Figure 10. Plot of BIAS across levels of the percent masters manipulated factor. 
Distribution of θ values. Figure 11 highlights the effects of θ distributions. When 
looking by θ distribution, a general trend emerged across conditions in which all three θ 
distributions returned similar BIAS values with only a few exceptions. The condition 
with a negatively skewed θ distribution, a normal b-distribution, a cutoff at 10% masters 
and 10 items and the condition with normal distributions for θ and b-values, a cutoff at 
10% masters, and 10 items have already been noted for returning extreme BIAS values. 
No additional differences were noted for θ distributions other than these two patterns of 
the interaction.   
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Figure 11. Plot of BIAS across levels of θ. 
 
Distribution of b-values. Figure 12 highlights the effects of the distributions of b-
values on BIAS. Across other factors, the BIAS values for conditions with normally 
distributed b-values are universally higher than the BIAS values for the negatively 
skewed distribution of b-values. The interaction among manipulated factors showed 
certain conditions in which this effect was more evident than in other conditions. Again 
this effect of large BIAS values with a normal distribution for b-values was most extreme 
when the condition contained only 10 items, a negatively skewed θ distribution, and a cut 
score at 10% masters. 
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Figure 12. Plot of BIAS across levels of the distribution of b-values manipulated factor. 
RMSE 
Figure 13 shows values of the root mean-squared error (RMSE) of	γ. Values of 
RMSE ranged from .0089 to .207. Similar to BIAS, larger values of RMSE were 
observed for conditions with normally distributed b-values than for conditions with 
negatively skewed b-values. Also, conditions with fewer items returned larger values of 
RMSE than conditions with more items. These values were most extreme for conditions 
with fewer items and a normal distribution for b-values in all but one such condition and 
returned RMSE values of .05 or more for conditions belonging to both of these 
categories. The exception to this trend was for the condition with 20 items, a cut score at 
10% masters, and normal distributions for the b-values and θ.  The largest RMSE value 
of .21 was observed for the condition with 10 items, normally distributed b-values, 
negatively skewed θ, and a cut score at 10% masters. The smallest RMSE value of .009 
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was observed for the condition with 50 items, normally distributed b-values, positively 
skewed θ, and a cut score at 10% masters. These findings can be explained in the same 
manner as the high BIAS values for these conditions when considering information 
functions and θ distributions relative to cut points. A table of RMSE values is located in 
Appendix C.  
 
 Figure 13. Estimates of RMSE for γ 
Note. Positively skewed distributions are denoted by: . Normally distributed 
distributions are denoted by: .  Negatively skewed distributions are denoted by:
. 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Accurately characterizing a test’s ability to correctly classify examinees is critical 
when selecting and using tests for selection, placement, and other classification purposes. 
Inaccurate estimates may lead test developers and users to assume levels of accuracy in 
their score-based decisions that are not warranted. When a single form is administered 
and the true classification of each examinee is unknown (as is the case in most 
operational classification), the process for estimating the accuracy of our examinee 
classifications, γ, is not straightforward. One approach is to use a multi-step process to 
generate	γ, an estimate of the true classification accuracy, based on model-implied values 
and probabilities of classification that incorporate the use of some information (e.g. item 
response probabilities) but not other information (e.g., item information functions and 
standard errors of item parameter estimates). The accuracy of the estimate using this 
approach depends on the extent to which the variables that influence its estimation are, or 
are not, incorporated into the estimation process. It has been suggested in previous 
literature that the current method for estimating classification accuracy with a single test 
form,	γ, may be susceptible to sources of inaccuracy in estimation. Specifically, Brennan 
(1981), Hambleton and Slater (1997), and Lee, et al. (2002) hypothesized that the number 
and distribution of items, the item characteristics, the distribution of examinee ability, 
and the location of the cut score(s) might reduce our estimated classification accuracy, 
thus leading to erroneous decisions about the quality and meaningfulness of score-based 
classifications. 
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The current study examined the accuracy of classification accuracy estimates by 
implementing a simulation study that compared values of γ (calculated using generated 
true θ values of examinee ability and a chosen cut score on the θ metric) and	γ (estimated 
using the Lee [2010] procedure with the P method for single test forms). In order to 
investigate possible variables that influence values of γ,	γ, and their relationship, this 
study manipulated the factors of test length, true score cutoff, distribution of item 
difficulty, and theta distribution. Consistent with previous research on IRT-based 
classification accuracy, the results showed that the four manipulated factors affected the 
values of both the true and estimated classification accuracy. True and estimated 
accuracy were higher when tests were longer, and when test information targeted the area 
of the ability scale where both people and cut scores were located.  
Of greater relevance to the current study’s research hypotheses, the accuracy of γ 
was indeed affected by the manipulated variables. In general, classification accuracy was 
underestimated, with BIAS values as large as .18. This suggests that under some 
conditions, the use of γ may lead to underestimates of the true classification accuracy. 
The bias in the accuracy estimates was greatest when item difficulty values were 
normally distributed, test length was short, and extreme cut scores were used. As shown 
in the current study, our estimated classification accuracy was in some cases quite 
different on average from the true classification accuracy. Beyond finding some evidence 
to support these independent predictions that the number of items, distribution of item 
characteristics, distribution of individuals’ abilities, and the location of the cut scores(s) 
would affect	γ, the current study captures the existence of an interaction among these 
factors that had not been previously hypothesized or examined.  
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Our estimation of classification accuracy was shown to result in at least two forms 
of inaccurate classifications. First, in many cases, an inappropriate number of examinees 
were classified as masters meaning that γ was either over- or underestimated. Second, 
despite having recovered the correct proportion of examinees classified as masters, values 
of γ may not reflect whether the right examinees were correctly classified as masters or 
nonmasters.  
The most significant inaccuracy in our estimation occurred for short tests with 
mismatched item difficulty and ability distributions.  Our accuracy estimates were more 
biased when test length was short (i.e. 10 items) and when these few items were not 
located near the abilities of tests takers than accuracy estimates observed with 
appropriately matched, short tests. This was particularly true when a normal distribution 
of b-values and a negatively skewed distribution for theta was used (Figure 9). When 
results were examined given the distribution for b-values used, normal distributions of b-
values provided more inaccurate values of γ values than were found for negatively 
skewed b-distributions regardless of theta distribution shape and other characteristics. 
This pattern of BIAS was even more extreme when fewer items were used. The location 
of the cut score affected the values of and difference between γ and	γ. Overall, cut scores 
at 10% masters provided higher values of γ than when a cutoff at 50% masters was used. 
Additionally, BIAS was larger with a cut score at 10% masters than were when the cutoff 
was placed at 50% masters.  
Possible causes of inaccuracy in	   
Having observed the interaction effects of test length, item location, ability 
distribution, and cut score location on estimation accuracy, the question remains as to 
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why these factors were not adequately handled in the estimation procedure. The poor 
estimates of classification accuracy (and, thereby, increase in BIAS values) may be 
attributable to the typical procedure for arriving at γ values. Recall that the common 
procedure (Lee et al., 2002; Lee, 2010) transforms θ values and cut scores onto the 
proportional true score metric prior to estimating classification accuracy. This means that 
if the exam of interest contains 50 items, then all ability scores are transformed to the 
range of 0 to 50 (representing receiving a 0 on the exam up to a perfect score of 50) using 
the procedure described (Livingston & Lewis, 1995; Lord & Wingersky, 1984; and 
Hanson, 1991). Further, the cut score is also transformed into an estimated value on the 
proportional true score metric, and individuals are classified as masters or nonmasters by 
comparing their proportional true scores to the transformed cut score. These 
transformations result in some loss of information that may contribute to the bias in our 
accuracy estimates observed under certain conditions: specifically for short tests and 
mismatched item difficulty and ability distributions. The loss of information is especially 
powerful under these conditions because accurate estimation relies on having items 
located near examinee ability levels. To the extent that few items are used or item 
difficulty values are not located near examinee ability levels (i.e. mismatched), error will 
be introduced into the estimated values on the proportional true score metric and the 
BIAS of	γ will increase. 
The procedure for estimating proportional true scores converts the range of θ from 
approximately -4 to +4 to a metric which ranges from 0 to the number of test items. This 
transformation may group examinees with noticeably different θ values to have the same 
estimated proportional true score (e.g. two examinees could be assigned a score of 5 
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correct answers out of 10 items despite having different values for θ). Cut scores are also 
transformed into estimated proportional true scores, and estimated cut score values may 
differ with each estimation attempt. The transformation to estimated proportional true 
scores decreases the level of exactness at which the classifications will be made. If a cut 
score on the θ metric was used to categorize individuals’ θ scores (as γ is calculated in 
the current work), then classification decisions could be made by simply comparing these 
two values resulting in a higher rate of accurate classifications (i.e. γ similar to γ) and 
lower amounts of BIAS.  
In scenarios with few items, the estimation procedure for the number 
correct/proportional true score distribution creates higher rates of misclassification due to 
the variability in the cut scores and the assignment of the same number of θ values into 
even fewer possible number correct score categories. For scenarios with mismatched item 
difficulty and examinee ability distributions, this procedure may produce proportional 
true score distributions in which examinee scores are shifted due to the location of the 
available information from the items. When few items are included in these mismatched 
distributions, the estimation procedure results in either proportional true score categories 
with unusually high frequencies of individuals or proportional true score categories 
which may not be represented due to the lack of items available for related the level of 
item difficulty.  
If extreme cut scores (i.e. 10% masters) are placed in regions with few items (e.g. 
normal distribution for b-values), additional error may be introduced into the initial 
estimation of individuals’ θ values. This effect is even more likely when a mismatch 
between distributions of ability and item difficulty is already present such that little 
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information is provided around the cut score, where the need for information to 
discriminate among examinee abilities is greatest. The matter is only worsened if large 
proportions of examinees have abilities near the cut score or if few items are used. When 
examinee ability and cut scores are transformed to proportional true scores, the effects of 
the estimation procedure result in a scenario in which examinee ability values are shifted 
due to the mismatch, the cut score is inaccurately estimated due to the lack of items near 
the cut score, and many individuals are grouped into few proportional true scores due to 
the few number of items used. As shown in the current study, these scenarios lead to an 
increase in misclassification, small γ values, and noticeably increased BIAS.  
Conclusion 
Whenever a test is considered for use or put into operation, the reliability and 
validity of the test scores are considered in relation to the purpose for and use of the 
scores. The current study highlighted certain conditions under which we should take 
caution when relying on our single-form estimates of classification accuracy as true 
reflections of the accuracy of our decisions. Because we know that γ differs depending on 
at least the four studied factors—test length, item location, ability distribution, and cut 
score location—we must consider these design choices and their interaction with testing 
purposes and populations. The existence of the interaction among variables in the current 
study further emphasizes the importance of careful planning during test design because 
the combination of these test and examinee characteristics may have a negative impact on 
the recovery of accurate 	γ values. The results of this study suggest that the common 
method for single-form accuracy estimation of γ should be used with a strong caution 
about the accuracy of  γ with short tests, specifically those with few items around the cut 
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score. Perhaps other methods of estimating classification accuracy may provide values of 
γ which more accurately reflect	γ under these conditions. 
 The most significant implications of this study are relevant to those who design 
and administer classification exams, especially exams which are used for high stakes 
purposes. In practice, those involved need to be aware of the potential impact of the 
choices made during the development phase on eventual γ values and misclassification 
rates. This study demonstrates that designing exams with short test length, mismatched 
item difficulty and examinee ability distributions, and extreme cut scores will result in 
values of γ that differ from γ (i.e. BIAS), and misclassification of individuals’ abilities 
will occur. When classification exams are used in high stakes selection scenarios, 
misclassification may have a great impact on both individuals taking the measure and the 
company or organization attempting to use the measure. Measures developed or selected 
given the new knowledge of the manipulated factors in this current study and the impact 
of these factors on the estimation procedure for	γ will provide developers and users of 
classification exams with confidence that individuals are being classified correctly.  
 This study is an important first attempt at a simulation study examining potential 
factors that influence	γ. Previous research used real test data to examine the use of IRT 
estimation of individuals’ ability in order to classify these individuals into one or more 
groups (Lee et al, 2002; Lee, 2010; Rudner, 2001, 2005). This study provides 
foundational support for previous theories regarding influential factors that influences 
values of γ (Brennan, 1981; Lee et al, 2002; Hambleton & Slater, 1997) and evidence that 
an interrelationship exists between these factors. 
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 Future research should seek to further identify other potential factors that may 
influence classification accuracy estimates using the current method or other accepted 
methods of estimating this index. Examination of additional levels of the current factors 
may lead to further understanding of classification accuracy indices, and additional 
factors of interest may be identified and examined for their influence on γ as well. More 
complex simulation studies are needed to examine factors such as the use of polytomous 
items, the use of multiple cut scores for a single measure, and the selection of cut scores 
in other locations of the ability distribution. More research is needed to fully understand 
the interaction between levels of the current factors and any additional factors, as well as, 
the degree of accuracy lost or gained by the use of certain factors or levels of factors. 
Finally, new methods of estimating γ could be developed with the goal of providing γ 
values which more closely reflect γ values when short tests, mismatched item difficulty 
and ability distributions, and extreme cut scores are used. 
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APPENDIX A  
DATA GENERATION CODE 
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######################################################################## 
#Code for Kunze Thesis 
######################################################################## 
######################################################################## 
#Set up initial conditions 
######################################################################## 
# Load Libraries 
 
library(irtoys) 
library(QuantPsyc) 
library(cacIRT) 
 
# Set working directories 
analysis.folder <- "G:\\Thesis R Code\\Analysis" 
setwd(analysis.folder) 
getwd() 
 
#Condition table 
conditions <- read.table(file="conditions.txt", header=TRUE, sep = " ") 
 
 
#Define constants 
C=1 
N=500 
R=500 
 
# Clear condition file and write header only on the first write 
firstConditionFileWrite <- 1 
 
#Define a function for reading standard errors 
read.se.bilog<- 
function (file) 
{ 
    p = read.fwf(file = file, wid = c(8, 8, rep(10, 13), 4, 1, 
        1), skip = 4, header = FALSE) 
    return(cbind(p[, 6], p[, 8], p[, 12])) 
} 
######################################################################## 
#Loop over conditions 
######################################################################## 
for(c in 1:nrow(conditions)){ 
 
   # Clear replication file and write header only on the first write 
   firstReplicationFileWrite <- 1 
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   which.condition = conditions[c,1] 
   J <- conditions[c,2] 
   cut.score <- conditions[c,3] 
   true.pct.masters <- conditions[c,4] 
   b.dist  <- conditions[c,5] # 1=normal, 2=negative skew 
   theta.dist <- conditions[c,6] # 1=normal, 2=negative skew: B(10,3), 3=postive 
skew: B(3,10) 
 
 
   #Define distribution for b's; irtoys says prior is N(0,2) 
   if ((b.dist==1) && (J==10)){ 
   b.parm<-c(-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216,-
0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,0.251322693710148,0.770640932815135, 
1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758, 3.28970725390294) 
   } else if ((b.dist==1) && (J==20)) { 
   b.parm <-c(-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216, 
-0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148, 0.251322693710148, 
0.770640932815135,1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758,3.28970725390294, 
-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216, 
-0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,0.251322693710148, 
0.770640932815135,   1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758, 
3.28970725390294) 
   } else if ((b.dist==1) && (J==50)){ 
   b.parm<-c(-3.28970725390294, -2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216,-
0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,0.251322693710148, 
0.770640932815135,1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758, 
3.28970725390294,-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216, 
   -0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,0.251322693710148, 
0.770640932815135,1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758, 
   3.28970725390294,-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758, 
-1.34897950039216,-0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,   
0.251322693710148,0.770640932815135,1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758,
3.28970725390294,-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216, 
-0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,0.251322693710148, 
0.770640932815135,   
1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758,3.28970725390294, 
-3.28970725390294,-2.07286677898758,-1.34897950039216, 
   -0.770640932815135,-0.251322693710148,0.251322693710148, 
0.770640932815135,1.34897950039216,2.07286677898758,3.28970725390294) 
   } else if ((b.dist==2) && (J==10)){ 
   b.parm <-c(-1.85939552397275,-1.08138336095208,-0.639590774688366, 
-0.304018209928626,-0.0188014812831871,0.240741921574015, 
0.490201919362132,0.744131308902091,1.02491945300042, 
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1.40319474798635) 
   } else if ((b.dist==2) && (J==20)) { 
   b.parm <-c(-1.91034730083925,-1.11101578880511,-0.65711705460979, 
-0.31234901840693,-0.0193166857497729,0.247338812075419, 
0.503634595999699,0.764522243440614,1.05300463799852, 
1.44164555889659,-1.91034730083925,-1.11101578880511,-0.65711705460979, 
   -0.31234901840693,-0.0193166857497729,0.247338812075419, 
0.503634595999699,0.764522243440614,1.05300463799852, 
   1.44164555889659) 
   } else if ((b.dist==2) && (J==50)) 
   b.parm <-c(-1.94027623470889,-1.12842179558549,-0.667411943326305, 
-0.317242512439164,-0.0196193154392183,0.251213807447596, 
0.511524913384146,0.776499822415786,1.06950179857306, 
1.46423145967847,-1.94027623470889,-1.12842179558549, 
-0.667411943326305,-0.317242512439164,-0.0196193154392183, 
0.251213807447596,0.511524913384146,0.776499822415786, 
1.06950179857306,1.46423145967847,-1.94027623470889,-1.12842179558549, 
-0.667411943326305,-0.317242512439164,-0.0196193154392183, 
0.251213807447596,0.511524913384146,0.776499822415786, 
1.06950179857306,1.46423145967847,-1.94027623470889,-1.12842179558549, 
-0.667411943326305,-0.317242512439164,-0.0196193154392183, 
   0.251213807447596,0.511524913384146,0.776499822415786, 
1.06950179857306,1.46423145967847,-1.94027623470889,-1.12842179558549, 
-0.667411943326305,-0.317242512439164,-0.0196193154392183, 
0.251213807447596,0.511524913384146,0.776499822415786, 
1.06950179857306,1.46423145967847) 
 
   #Select values for a's and c's 
   #based on BILOG prior 
      if (J==10){ 
   a.true<-c(0.439364104927492,0.595581705489135,0.713734042808158, 
0.824762153333098,0.939102475230483,1.06484651715413,1.21247076621874, 
1.40108211185435,1.67903075393951,2.27601660851432) 
   } else if (J==20) { 
   a.true <-c(0.439364104927492,0.595581705489135,0.713734042808158, 
0.824762153333098,0.939102475230483,1.06484651715413,1.21247076621874, 
1.40108211185435,1.67903075393951,2.27601660851432,0.439364104927492, 
0.595581705489135,0.713734042808158,0.824762153333098, 
0.939102475230483,1.06484651715413,1.21247076621874,1.40108211185435, 
1.67903075393951,2.27601660851432) 
   } else if (J==50) 
   a.true<-c(0.439364104927492,0.595581705489135,0.713734042808158, 
0.824762153333098,0.939102475230483,1.06484651715413,1.21247076621874, 
1.40108211185435,1.67903075393951,2.27601660851432,0.439364104927492, 
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   0.595581705489135,0.713734042808158,0.824762153333098, 
0.939102475230483,1.06484651715413,1.21247076621874,1.40108211185435, 
1.67903075393951,2.27601660851432,0.439364104927492,0.595581705489135,
0.713734042808158,0.824762153333098,0.939102475230483, 
1.06484651715413,   1.21247076621874,1.40108211185435,1.67903075393951, 
2.27601660851432,0.439364104927492,0.595581705489135, 
0.713734042808158,0.824762153333098,0.939102475230483, 
1.06484651715413,   1.21247076621874,1.40108211185435,1.67903075393951, 
2.27601660851432,0.439364104927492,0.595581705489135, 
0.713734042808158,0.824762153333098,0.939102475230483, 
1.06484651715413,1.21247076621874,1.40108211185435,1.67903075393951, 
2.27601660851432) 
 
   #samples from collection of a.true to randomly assign values to a.paramter. 
   a.parm <-sample(a.true, replace = FALSE) 
 
   #based on BILOG prior and R.Levy's suggestion 
   if (J==10){ 
   c.true<-c(0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273,0.0964038526117791, 
0.122132364536053,0.148453710840714,0.176749582451962, 
0.208738669490966,0.247370629458753,0.29955643088688, 
   0.394163302436505) 
   } else if (J==20) { 
   c.true <-c(0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273,0.0964038526117791, 
0.122132364536053,0.148453710840714,0.176749582451962, 
0.208738669490966,0.247370629458753,0.29955643088688, 
0.394163302436505,0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273, 
0.0964038526117791,0.122132364536053,0.148453710840714, 
0.176749582451962,0.208738669490966,0.247370629458753, 
0.29955643088688,0.394163302436505) 
   } else if (J==50) 
   c.true<-c(0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273,0.0964038526117791, 
0.122132364536053, 
   0.148453710840714,0.176749582451962,0.208738669490966, 
0.247370629458753,0.29955643088688,0.394163302436505, 
0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273,0.0964038526117791, 
0.122132364536053,0.148453710840714,0.176749582451962, 
0.208738669490966,0.247370629458753,0.29955643088688, 
0.394163302436505,0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273, 
0.0964038526117791,0.122132364536053,0.148453710840714, 
0.176749582451962,0.208738669490966,0.247370629458753, 
0.29955643088688,0.394163302436505,0.0367714378874651, 
0.0695085994380273,0.0964038526117791,0.122132364536053, 
0.148453710840714,0.176749582451962,0.208738669490966, 
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0.247370629458753,0.29955643088688,0.394163302436505, 
0.0367714378874651,0.0695085994380273,0.0964038526117791, 
0.122132364536053,0.148453710840714,0.176749582451962, 
0.208738669490966,0.247370629458753,0.29955643088688, 
0.394163302436505) 
 
   c.parm <-sample(c.true, replace = FALSE) 
 
   #Group item parameters 
   item.parameters <- as.matrix(cbind(a.parm, b.parm, c.parm)) 
   
######################################################################## 
   #Loop through replications 
######################################################################## 
   rep.counter<-0 
   r=1 
 
   while (r <=R){ 
      rep.counter<-(rep.counter+1) 
######################################################################## 
      #Generate theta: Normal, negatively ssewed, and positively skewed      
######################################################################## 
      if (theta.dist==1){ 
      theta.parm <-rnorm(N, 0, 1) 
      } else if (theta.dist==2){ 
      theta.parm<-Make.Z(rbeta(N, 10, 3, ncp =0)) 
      } else if (theta.dist==3) 
      theta.parm<-Make.Z(rbeta(N, 3, 10, ncp=0)) 
 
      theta<-theta.parm 
 
      #Set as person parameters 
      person.parameters <- as.matrix(cbind(theta)) 
      
######################################################################## 
      #Simulate item responses 
######################################################################## 
      # Set working directory back to parent folder so BILOG can get access 
      # to its data 
      analysis.folder <- "G:\\Thesis R Code\\Analysis" 
      setwd(analysis.folder) 
      getwd() 
 
      X <- sim(ip=item.parameters, x=theta) 
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      item.col.names <- rep(NA, J) 
      for(j in 1:J){ 
       item.col.names[j] <- paste("item.", j, sep="") 
      } 
      colnames(X) <- item.col.names 
 
####################################################################### 
      #Estimate IRT in BILOG via irTOYS 
######################################################################## 
      item.parameter.ests <- est( 
       resp=X, 
       model="3PL", 
       engine="bilog", 
       nqp=41, 
       est.distr=TRUE, 
       logistic=TRUE, 
       b.prior=FALSE, 
       a.prior=TRUE, 
       c.prior=TRUE, 
       rasch=FALSE, 
       run.name="ThesisNormal" 
      ) 
      colnames(item.parameter.ests) <- c("a.est", "b.est", "c.est") 
 
      #Obtain standard errors 
      parm.file <- "ThesisNormal.BLMP" 
 
      item.parmeters.std.errors <- read.se.bilog(parm.file) 
      colnames(item.parmeters.std.errors) <- c("se.a.est", "se.b.est", "se.c.est") 
      
######################################################################## 
      #Compute EAP estimates of theta 
######################################################################## 
      theta.eap.est <- eap( 
       resp=X, 
       ip = item.parameter.ests, 
       qu = normal.qu(n=41, mu=0, sigma=1) 
      ) 
      colnames(theta.eap.est) <- c("theta.est", "theta.est.se", "n") 
 
 
      if(1==0){ 
      theta.mle.est <- mlebme( 
       resp=X, 
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       ip = item.parameter.ests, 
       method="ML" 
      ) 
 
      } # turns off switch 
 
      est.persons<-as.data.frame(theta.eap.est) 
      est.persons$theta.est 
      theta.est<-est.persons$theta.est 
######################################################################## 
      #Save out to person file 
      #item responses(1 column per item), theta, theta.est, se.theta.est, n 
######################################################################## 
      to.print <- cbind(X, theta, theta.eap.est) 
 
      # Change working directory to put out DAT files for each condition 
      analysis.folder <- paste("G:\\Thesis R Code\\Analysis\\Condition ", c, sep="") 
      dir.create(analysis.folder) 
      setwd(analysis.folder) 
      getwd() 
 
      write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.", c, ".replication.", 
      r, ".person.file.dat", sep=""), row.names=FALSE, col.names=TRUE)     
######################################################################## 
      #Save out to item file 
      #a.true, b.true, c.true, a.est, b.est, c.est, se.a.est, se.b.est, and 
      #se.c.est 
######################################################################## 
      to.print <- cbind(item.parameters, item.parameter.ests, 
item.parmeters.std.errors) 
 
      write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.", c, ".replication.", r, 
".item.file.dat", 
      sep=""), row.names=FALSE, col.names=TRUE) 
######################################################################## 
      #Compute true gamma, estimated gamma, percent of observed masters, P+, P- 
######################################################################## 
      agree.cut <-matrix(0, N) 
 
      #Calculate true accuracy (gamma.true) 
      cutscore <-matrix(cut.score,N) 
 
      for(which.score in 1:N){ 
       if (((theta[which.score]<cutscore[which.score]) && 
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            (theta.est[which.score]<cutscore[which.score])) || 
           ((theta[which.score]>=cutscore[which.score]) && 
            (theta.est[which.score]>=cutscore[which.score]))) 
               agree.cut[which.score]=1 
      } 
       gamma.true<-mean(agree.cut) 
 
      #Calculate estimated accuracy (gamma.est) 
      #round cutscore to nearest integer for summed score cut score 
      summed.cut <- round(sum(irf(ip=item.parameter.ests, cut.score)$f), digits=0) 
      gamma.est <-Lee.P(cutscore=summed.cut, theta=theta.est, 
ip=item.parameter.ests)$Marginal 
 
      #Create 2x2 contingency table 
      HxH.table <-(TOtable.F(theta, os=theta.est, theta.cutoff=cut.score, 
os.cutoff=cut.score)) 
 
      # "Unlist" the TOtable.F output into a structure to access elements of the table 
      HxH.table.unlisted <- unlist(HxH.table, use.names=FALSE) 
      HxH.table.P11             <- HxH.table.unlisted[1] 
      HxH.table.Pminus          <- HxH.table.unlisted[2] 
      HxH.table.obsMarginBelow  <- HxH.table.unlisted[3] 
      HxH.table.Pplus           <- HxH.table.unlisted[4] 
      HxH.table.P00             <- HxH.table.unlisted[5] 
      HxH.table.obsMarginAbove  <- HxH.table.unlisted[6] 
      HxH.table.trueMarginBelow <- HxH.table.unlisted[7] 
      HxH.table.trueMarginAbove <- HxH.table.unlisted[8] 
      HxH.table.accuracy        <- HxH.table.unlisted[10] 
 
      #Calculate percent of observed masters 
      obs.pct.masters <-HxH.table.obsMarginAbove/N 
 
      # Check if replication failed 
      if (gamma.est[1] != "NA") 
      { 
         
######################################################################## 
         #Save out to replication file 
######################################################################## 
         to.print <- cbind(r, summed.cut, gamma.true, HxH.table.accuracy, 
gamma.est, HxH.table.Pplus, HxH.table.Pminus, 
         HxH.table.obsMarginBelow, HxH.table.obsMarginAbove, obs.pct.masters, 
         true.pct.masters) 
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         if (firstReplicationFileWrite == 1) 
         { 
            # Clear replication file and write header only on the first write 
(append=FALSE, col.names=TRUE) 
            write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.", c, ".replication.file.dat", 
            sep=""), append=FALSE, row.names=FALSE, col.names=TRUE) 
            firstReplicationFileWrite <- 0 
         } 
         else 
         { 
            write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.", c, ".replication.file.dat", 
            sep=""), append=TRUE, row.names=FALSE, col.names=FALSE) 
         } 
    r=r+1 
      } 
 
######################################################################## 
   #END Loop through replications 
######################################################################## 
   } 
######################################################################## 
   #CALCULATE across replications within a condition 
   #RMSE, BIAS, Gamma.true (Mu,Min,Max), Gamma.est (Mu,SD,Min,Max), 
   #Percent of observed masters (Mu,SD,Min,Max), P+ (Mu,SD,Min,Max), 
   #P-(Mu,SD,Min,Max) 
######################################################################## 
   #Read in replication file 
 
   replication.vars<-read.table(file=paste ("condition.", c, ".replication.file.dat", 
   sep=""), header=TRUE, dec = ".", sep="", quote = "\"'",) 
 
   r<-replication.vars[,1] 
   summed.cut<-replication.vars[,2] 
   gamma.true<-replication.vars[,3] 
   HxH.table.accuracy<-replication.vars[,4] 
   gamma.est<-replication.vars[,5] 
   Consistency<-replication.vars[,6] 
   HxH.tablePplus<-replication.vars[,7] 
   HxH.table.Pminus<-replication.vars[,8] 
   HxH.table.obsMarginBelow<-replication.vars[,9] 
   HxH.table.obsMarginAbove<-replication.vars[,10] 
   obs.pct.masters<-replication.vars[,11] 
   true.pct.masters<-replication.vars[,12] 
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   #Calculate RMSE across replications for each condition 
   rmse.gamma.est<- sqrt(mean((gamma.true-gamma.est)^2)) 
 
   #Calculate BIAS across replications for each condition 
   bias.gamma.est<-sum((gamma.est - gamma.true)/length(gamma.true)) 
 
   #Calculate gamma.true 
   mu.gamma.true<-mean(gamma.true) 
   min.gamma.true<-min(gamma.true) 
   max.gamma.true<-max(gamma.true) 
 
   #Calculate gamma.est 
   mu.gamma.est<-mean(gamma.est) 
   sd.gamma.est<-sd(gamma.est) 
   min.gamma.est<-min(gamma.est) 
   max.gamma.est<-max(gamma.est) 
 
   #Calculate percent of observed masters 
   mu.obs.pct.masters<-mean(obs.pct.masters) 
   sd.obs.pct.masters<-sd(obs.pct.masters) 
   min.obs.pct.masters<-min(obs.pct.masters) 
   max.obs.pct.masters<-max(obs.pct.masters) 
 
   #Calculate P+ 
   mu.p.plus<-mean(HxH.tablePplus) 
   sd.p.plus<-sd(HxH.tablePplus) 
   min.p.plus<-min(HxH.tablePplus) 
   max.p.plus<-max(HxH.tablePplus) 
 
   #Calculate P- 
   mu.p.minus<-mean(HxH.table.Pminus) 
   sd.p.minus<-sd(HxH.table.Pminus) 
   min.p.minus<-min(HxH.table.Pminus) 
   max.p.minus<-max(HxH.table.Pminus) 
 
   #Save out values for the condition 
   to.print<-cbind(rep.counter, rmse.gamma.est, bias.gamma.est, mu.gamma.true, 
min.gamma.true,max.gamma.true,mu.gamma.est, sd.gamma.est,  
min.gamma.est, max.gamma.est, mu.obs.pct.masters, sd.obs.pct.masters,  
min.obs.pct.masters, max.obs.pct.masters,mu.p.plus, sd.p.plus, min.p.plus, 
 max.p.plus, mu.p.minus, sd.p.minus, min.p.minus,max.p.minus) 
 
   write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.", c, ".conditionresults.file.dat", 
   sep=""), append=FALSE, row.names=FALSE, col.names=TRUE) 
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######################################################################## 
   #Create plots of results 
######################################################################## 
   #Bivariate plots of gamma.true vs. gamma.est 
 
   pdf(file="bivarate.gamma.true.v.gamma.est.nocut.pdf") 
   plot(gamma.true, gamma.est, main="Bivariate Plot of True Accuracy vs. 
   Estimated Accuracy", xlab="True Accuracy Values",  
ylab="Estimated Accuracy Values", 
   xlim=c(.65, 1), ylim=c(.65,1)) 
   dev.off() 
 
   #Plot of BIAS 
 
   pdf(file="bias.gamma.est.pdf") 
   plot(bias.gamma.est, main="Plot of BIAS", 
   xlab="BIAS values", ylab="Estimated Accuracy Values", 
   xlim=c(-4, 4), ylim=c(-4,4)) 
 
   dev.off() 
######################################################################## 
   #SAVE out to condition file 
######################################################################## 
   #Change working directory to save out condition file 
   analysis.folder <- paste("G:\\Thesis R Code\\Analysis\\") 
   setwd(analysis.folder) 
   getwd() 
 
   to.print <- cbind(c, rmse.gamma.est, bias.gamma.est) 
 
   if (firstConditionFileWrite == 1) 
   { 
      # Clear condition file and write header only on the first write 
(append=FALSE, col.names=TRUE) 
      write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.results.file.dat", 
      sep=""), append=FALSE, row.names=FALSE, col.names=TRUE) 
      firstConditionFileWrite <- 0 
   } 
   else 
   { 
      write.table(to.print, file=paste("condition.results.file.dat", 
      sep=""), append=TRUE, row.names=FALSE, col.names=FALSE) 
   } 
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   # Set working directory back to parent folder so condition file can be saved 
   # and so BILOG can get access to its data 
   analysis.folder <- "G:\\Thesis R Code\\Analysis" 
   setwd(analysis.folder) 
   getwd() 
######################################################################## 
#END loop over conditions 
######################################################################## 
} 
######################################################################## 
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APPENDIX B  
TABLE OF BIAS OF γ BY CONDITION  
  
91
 
  90% Nonmasters and 10% Masters   50% Nonmasters and 50% Masters 
  N   
 
β -   β + 
 
N  
 
β -   β + 
Distribution of b 50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10 
Normal -1.6 -8.8 -4.6 
 
-1.9 -3.4 -18.3 
 
-.5 -3.0 -5.1 
 
-.1 -4.1 -4.8 
 
-1.9 -3.2 -5.5 
 
-.3 -1.7 -4.3 
Negatively 
Skewed .6 -.1 -1.3  .7 -.7 -3.6  .5 -.2 -.8  .8 .6 -2.2  .5 .02 1.2  .7 -.9 -1.4 
Note. All values multiplied by 100.   
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 92 APPENDIX C  
TABLE OF RMSE OF γ BY CONDITION  
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  90% Nonmasters and 10% Masters   50% Nonmasters and 50% Masters 
  N  
 
β -   β + 
 
N  
 
β -   β + 
Distribution of b 50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10   50 20 10 
Normal 2.2 9.4 5.2 
 
2.3 5.1 20.7  0.9 3.4 5.4 
 
1.2 4.7 6.3 
 
2.4 3.7 6.8 
 
1.2 2.7 5.1 
Negatively 
Skewed 1.0 1.2 2.2   1.2 1.6 3.9  0.9 1.0 1.5   1.4 1.5 3.2   1.1 1.3 2.1   1.2 1.6 2.4 
Note. All values multiplied by 100.  
